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window behind the. Girl of Golden Gulch fiew open. Wild drew his revolver. "I guess I
won' t sign the paper," he said calmly. Just then Monte Mack outside seized
Meta and strove to pull the terrified girl through the window.
---~
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Young Wild West and ''Monte Mack''
-OR-

THE GIRL OF GOLDEN GULCH
By AN OLD SCOUT

l

There were all kinds of gambling games in vogue in the
Gulch, and when the miners saw the stranger open up the
old-t;me three-card game some of them smiled.
MONTE MACK IS BEATEN AT HIS OWN GAME.
But it was just as he said. There were always those who
"Step up, gents, and try your luck. This is an old game \would bite, no matter if they had been bitten before.
As the gambler threw up his hands and remarked that he
that has been played for years, and the man who runs it
always wins. Yet there are always men who think their would bet there was not a man in the crowd who could pick
eyes are quick enough to make them win. Here are three out the queen, a frowsy, red-haired man pushed his way
cards, the queen of diamonds, the nine of hearts, and the through the crowd that had been drawn from all three of the
four of clubs. Keep your eyes on the queen, for she's a win- saloons, and promptly tui;ned over the right card.
"There she are!" he exclaimed in triumph. "I've seen this
ncr every time. Here they go! Watch now! I'll bet there
isn't a man in the crowd who can pick her out the first time done so many times that I kin pick ther right card out every
time."
be tries!"
"I exp~ cted ~o meet some one here who migh~ be able ~o
The speaker was a rather good-looking man attired in the
Just try it
beat me, 1 replied the gambler, with a smile.
costume of a miner.
.
.
He stood behind an empty bal'l'el that had been turned up- again, my friend."
He p1cked up the three cards, placed the~ m his hands, so
side down, and as he cleverly dropped three ordinary playing
cards on the barrel-head he bowed and smiled to the crowd all could see them, and then gave a few quick passes and let
them fall on the barrel again.
of men gathered before him
"qan you pick out ~he queen again, my friend?" he asked,
The scene was the heart 0 a typical mining amp and the
lQokmg at the red-haired man.
.
•
c
f
.
.
f
.
"I reckon 1 kin," was the reply.
time ~n a ternoon nr spr.ng, a e~ years ago, w:\J.en thmgs
"I'll bet you fifty dollars you can't!"
were !n a rather ~ettled state m the vast regioB of our
"I'll go yer!" and the miner's bag of dust was in his hand
land known as the Wild West.
Golden Gulch was the name that had been given to the in a jiffy.
The wager was promptly made, and then the red-haired
camp, just because some silver prospectors had struck gold
in the gulch. It was an agreeable surprise to them-surprise man reached out, confidently, and turned a card over.
It was the four of clubs!
that eventually made them very rich.
.. I guess I win," said the gambler, as he took the money.
Go'den Gulch had not been in existence more than five or
six months as our story opens, but it had got along swim- "My friends, this is a very old game, but it is a good one.
mini:rly. and now there were three gambling and drinking sa- It is very easy to deceive the ey.e, you know."
The rest of the crowd looked pityingly at the miner who
loons there.
The population might have been slightly over a hundred, had lost.
Some of them grinned broadly and others shook their
and ' t being three-quarters male, the saloons did a rushing
heads, as though they were sorry to have such a fool in their
business, of course.
The mining camp was situated in the southwestern part of midst.
"Didn't yer know better, Jeff?" asked one. "You've seen
Nevada, a few miles from the California line, and the gulch
itself was one that wound its way through a portion of the that game played a hundred times afore, an' I'll bet on it!"
"I know I have," was the retort. "But it looked so blamed
Sierra Range.
An artist would have called it a very pretty spot, and it easy I couldn't help tacklin' it. You'll be doin' it yourself
was, b:)yond the shadow of a doubt. But as we are to deal if you stay there a while."
.. Gents, I may as well tell you who I am," remarked the
with the peoi>le in the pl::-.ce more than we are with the place
clever gambler, as he adjusted the cards, two in one hand and
itself. we will proceed with our story.
The man •vho had oi;:cncd up the three-card monte game one in the other, preparatory to letting them drop again. "I
am Monte Mack, the Gambler King. I make my living with
was a stranger at Golden Gulch_
the cards, and it matters not whether I use a whole deck or
He had only arrived there half an houi· before..
He had h"s horse put up at the stable of the so-called only three. Now, then, watch me closely. I am going to give
I don't want the thing
hotel, and then proceeG!ed to make himself acquainted with some one a chance to win th"s tim
the miners irathered around fue place.. The sun was yet three ail one-sided."
Just then a Chinaman pushed his way through the crowd
hours high when he w.alke.d out and took his sta:tion behind
and came to th.& .front.
the barrel
CHAPTER I.
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YOUNG WILD WEST AND "MONTE MA.CIC"

Where he lmd come from no one seemed to know, for the claimed the card-sharp. "You know the game as well as I
do, I reckon."
miners stared at him in surprise.
'Yes, me knowee gamee velly muchee, so be," was the bland
He was not the first Chinaman to be seen in Golden Gulch,
muchee
to be sure, but he was a new one, and such an innocent-look- reply. "Me gbttee uncle in China whattee velly muchee
ing heathen that they could not help wondering whern he smartee, al}d me al!ee samee likee my uncle; me velly
smartee, so be."
had dropped from.
"Come on, Hop," spoke up the boy, with a smile playing
But he was not the only newcomer, for just taking his
place on the narrow stoop of a saloon near by was a boy about h!s handsome face. "I guess he is done with you. We
started for the store, so we will go on about our business."
attired in a fancy hunting suit of buckskin.
Monte Mack looked at the speaker keenly.
It was quite evident that he had come to the scene with
"So you backed the Chinaman, did you?" he asked. "'Why
the Chinaman, for neither of them had been there when
didn't you try it yourself, young fellow?"
Monte Mack opened his game.
''You are mistaken, my friend," was the cool i·etort. "I
The gaze of all, including the gambler, now became riveted
upon the boy, for he was surely a very dashing-looking young never back the Chinaman in a gambling game. He always
backs himself. Don't get mad because you got nipped at
fellow.
Of medium height and build, handsome and athletic, and your own game .. You ought to be satisfied to lose once in a
with a wealth of chestnut hair hanging upon his shoulders, he while."
"You are what I call a pretty fresh young galoot!" exsurely made a true picture of the ideal hero of the Wild West.
He was armed after the fashion of a scout or borderman, claimed the g·ambler, who was plainly angry because he had
and as he looked coolly at the crowd it was easy to tell that lost.
"Well, never mind about. that. I am not looking for trouhe did not feel that he was out of 'place.
"Try your luck with the gambler, Hop," he called out, as ble. Just take it easy, and go ahead with your game. You
up
the Chinaman stood looking at the cards Monte Mack was might find some of these men fools enough to buckthey
against those three cards of yours. If they know when
holding in his hands.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," replied the Celestial, smiling are well off they will let you alone. thou~:h, unless they
blandly. "Me allee samee pickee outee um queen putty know as much about the game as my clever Chinaman does."
The face of Monte Mack darkened.
quickee, so be."
He promptly put the cards in his pocket and stepped out
"Oh, you· think you can, eh?" queried Monte Mack, his
face lighting up with undisguised pleasure. "All right. Watch from behind the barrel.
"I'd like to know what right you have got to interfere with
me closely. This way, that way! This way, that way-this
way! There you are! Now, I'll bet you that you can't pick me!" he exclaimed.
"I am not interfering with you," was the reply. "It is you
out the queen the first time you try, l\1r. Heathen."
"Me pickee outee vclly quickee," was the reply, while the who are interfering with me just now. I should have gone
on without another word if you hadn't interfered with me.
Chinaman looked very wise.
Just keep cool now; when a fellow gets hot-headed he is
"Well, how much will you bet that you can?"
apt to get into trouble."
"Me gottee bundled dollee."
"Well, I don't think that a young galoot, like you are, could
"You have got a hundred dollars, eh? Well, you don't want
to bet it that you can pick out the queen from the th.ree cards make much trouble for me. I'm Monte Mack, the Gambler
King, and I've got a record."
on the barrel here, do you?"
"Yes, I have no doubt that you have got a record. A
.
"Yes, me wantee bettee hundled dollee."
He pulled out a money bag and took five twfoty-dollar mighty bad one, I'll bet!"
"See here!"
gold-pieces from it.
The card-sharp spoke savagely.
None of the miners said a word.
"I am.looking," was the reply.
If it had been an American who had come along, a stranger,
"Who are you, anyway?"
and was goin:4" to take the bait from the card-crook, they
"My name is Young Wild West."
might have advised him not to.
"Ah! Well, Young Wild West, if you don't go on about
But they did not have much respect for a heathen in
your business in exactly sixty seconds I'll start in to shoot
Golden Gulch, so they let him go right ahead.
Monte Mack quickly covered the hundred dollars as the off some of that girl's hair you have got hanging over your
shoulders!"
Chinaman laid it down.
Monte Mack laid his hand on the butt of a revolver that
Then the boy pushed his way through the crowd, and got
protruded from a holster at his side as he spoke.
up close to the barrel.
"No, you won't! I qon't allow anything like that done for
The Chinaman saw him coming and waited.
"Have you been fool enough to bet a hundred dollars, Hop?" me. I think too much of my hair to have any of it shot off
by a measly card-sharp. There are plenty of redskins who
the dashing-looking young fellow asked.
"Me no losee," was the confident reply. "Me know which have tried to get that hair, but they all failed. You just
take your hand off that shooter. Monte Mack!"
card um queen is, so be."
As quick as a flash the boy whipped out one of the pair of
"All right; pick it up for the man, then."
Then the Celestial put out his hand and turned over a card. six-shooters he carried, and the muzzle was pointed directly
·
at- the gambler's breast.
It was the queen, sure enough!
An exclamation of astonishment went up from the miners
Monte Mack turned slightly pale.
in unison.
"You are a very lucky heathen," he said, forcing a smile.
"Me allee samee velly muchee lucky," was the bland reply,
The unexpected had surely happened.
had
he
and then the winner calmly put the money in the bag
Monte Mack was amazed, as well as frightened a bit.
.
He quickly let go the revolver, though, showing that he had
for the purpose.
"Ther Chinee is in ther game with ther galoot," whispered been long enough in that part of the country to realize that
one of the miners to those standing near him. "Monte Mack it was extremely dangerous to stand before the muzzle of a
had it fixed so he could come· up an' win, jest ter bait some revolver, especially when it was held by a person who looked
as though he meant just what he said.
of us on, I'll bet!"
"Are you satisfied, Monte Mack?" asked. Young Wild West,
This looked qu:te probable, and the most of the men in the
smiling and remaining as cool as an iceberg.
crowd believed that it was true.
"You are a pretty soon sort of a young fellow, I guess,''
But when they heard the carp-sharp offer to bet the Chinaman another hundred that he couldn't pick out the queen was the reply. "You have got the drop on me, so what is the
use of my saying anything more? I am a practical man, and
again they began to think differently.
"Me takee," said Hop, as the dashing-looking boy with the I know when to go ahead, and also when to stop. Drop it,
Young Wild West."
long- chestnut hair had called him.
The money was put up and Monte Mack proceeded to
"All right. I'd much sooner drop the argument than to
manipulate the cards.·
drop you. But I'll guarantee you that you would have
He did the trick very cleverly indeed, but the Chinaman dropped if you hadn't taken water. When I say a thing I
only smiled, and as so01fas the cards dropped upon the bar- always mean it. Come on, Hop; I guess this is about all,
for the present, anyhow."
rel he turned one of tliem over.
Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot of the West
It was the queen again.
"I guess I am done with you. you heathen galoot!" ex- and Prince of the Saddle, turned and walked away. just aJI
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Charlie, as he drew _his tall, muscul~r form to its full height
.
.
.
and brushe\i back lns ;long dark hair.
The scout was a i"atheT handsome man, and with his skm
tanned };y the sun and wind of the mountains and plains, he
looke<l to be ju,st what he was-a real borderman, who had
.
been "through the mill."
"Y ~s, vye made out all right," was the boy's reply. "Hop
won two hundred doilars while we were over there, and I had
to call the man he won it of. '.!'hat was all that happened
.
.
out of the ordina:;-y."
"Tell us about it, Vlild," spoke up pl"etty Arietta Murdock,
in a silve~ voice. "I thought it would be odd if you went
i?lto a strange place ?Vithout getting into some sort of trouble. You were born to get into trouble, I think."
"Maybe I was 1 Et," was the laughing retort. "But it wasn't
much trouble that I got in this time, wai;; it, Hop?"
"Velly lille tlouble," answered the Celestial, shaking his
head, Jµst as thoug11 it really amounted to notb,ing at all.
But they were all looking expectant, so Wild told in a few
•
words what had happened.
"Well, I reckon that galoqt wiil be lookin' fur ~atiS:faction
afore long," Cheyenne Charlle ob,~erved, with a shake of the
head. "It's ther way with sich fellers ."
. "Maybe he wdl. Charlie," was the reply. "But he'll get all
he wants of it if he , does."
"Yer kin bet your life on that!"
Young Wild West now tumed to his sweetheart.
"Et," said he, "get your rifl,e. I have an idea that we can
shoot something up on the side of the hill there. Looks like
a feeding ground for quail and partridge."
ClIAPTER II.
"All right, Wiid," and the girl hastened to get ready.
A few minutes later the . two were nearing the spot our
THE GIRL OF GOLDEN GULCH.
hero had picked out as a place where game would probably
be found.
Young Wild West had pitched his camp about a quarter of
Just as they got there two reports from a shotgun i·ang
village.
mining·
little
the
of
outside
a m.ile up the canyon,
out, and then they saw half a do zen partridges flitting
such
to
came
they
Sometimes they put up at a hotel when
through the stunted pines along the edge of the gulch.
places, but experience had taught them that it was about as
"There is somebody here ahead of us, I g-uess," said Wild.
well to erect their two tents and camp out, the same as they "Well, never mind. We don't have to have any game to-night,
d'd when they were in the uninhabited wilds.
anyhow. We will walk over there and see who the hunter is."
They had a very good outfit with them, which was carried
"They pushed their way through the bushes, and the next
on two pack-horses, and they always made it a point to have :tninute came in sight of a girl, who could not have been much
what provisions they wanted on hand.
older than Arietta.
They were seldom more than three days at. a time away
She wore a velvet skirt, rather lortg, and certainly did not
from a mining camn, settlement or town, and they could look as though she had come out for the sole purpose of
easily carry enough to last that length of time.
hunting.
The meat they ate was always shot by meml:lers cif the
Wild was surprised at her appearance, for she looked out
be found in of place in that part 9:1: the country.
party. and there being such a v;uiety of game
,
the West, they hardly ever got tired of one thin!:('.
Her dress indicated that she had come from a town where
St'lgar
and
coffee
df
They had found themselves about dut
. .
.
fashioiis were in vo[Ue.
when they \>\rent into camp in. the carlyoti. l'JO Wild had tdkerl
But if Wild and Atietta were sutpnsed, so was the girl.
the Chinaman with hini to Golden Gulch tb get so:lne.
She looked at the young deadshot's charining sweetheart
He knew if Ifoo was sent alone he would surely get into as though slle thoug·ht she might be dreaming.
trouble, so he decided to go with h:m.
in her himtin~ costume Arietta certainly made a pretty,
And it so happened that he came near getting irl trob.ble not to say dashing appearance.
.
himself.
The two girls stciotl looking at each other for a few secBut the champion yourig deadshot was used to nteeting onds,
and then Arietta exclaimed:
men like :Monte Mack.
"Good-evehing! I had no idea that we were going to meet
Thou.g·ll" he did not seek a row with such fellows, he was a girl like you here i:h Golde:n Gulch."
alwa:17S 1"eady to give them What. they deserved, and he C~l'
"And I had no idea t'Qat I was going to meet a girl like
binly had brought the self-styled Gambler King up by the you here," came the reply, in a mui;;ical voice, while a smile
.
round turn.
flitted across her face. "I am the Girl of Golden Gulch. At
He soon got what he wanted at the store, and wfith Hop least, that is what the miners call me."
Wah, the clever Chinaman, carrying the articles, hey set
"That means that you were the only girl here before we
out for the camp.
i sui;ipose," said Wild, as he stepped forward.
The spot where Monte Mack had opened up his P:arne was carp.e,
"Wel' yes. 1There are a few warried women here, and
now vacant, the idle 1niners having taken to the different
some cfiildren, but I suppose J am the onlY'. gi~l."
.
saloons.
guess I :had better introduce you to this girl, then," went
But the young deadshOt noticed that several were looking on"Ithe
young deadshot in his cool and easy way. "Miss Girl
at him as they walked along.
But as he saw nothing of the trian he hai;l ca1led, he was of Golden Gulch. allow me to make you acquainted with Miss
Arietta Murdock."
not expecting tb be interfered with by any of thein.
"My name is Meta Morris ," •Spoke tip the girl, and then
And he was not, either.
. she hastened to take both Arietta's hands i:n he1· own and
In a few minutes the cl:tmp was i"eached.
Cheyenne Cha,rlie, the scout, and Jim Dart, with the assist- bestow a kiss upon her.
It did not take the two girls five minutes to become fast
ance of Wirig Wah, had got the camp in fine shape.
It was situated neat the rtlnrfing stream that flowed friends, for they both seemed to feel that a bond of friendthrbtigh the center of the gulch, and as th"l bank was well ship should exist between them.
Wild leaned on his rifle while they talkeu away, bringing
.
covered with grass it was an admirable spot.
There was no claim right near them, but half a mile be- up all sorts of subjects.
"Et, st1ppose you i.11vite Miss Morris over to our camp?"
low they cottld see :ilien still at work, for it was hardly quithe said, at length. "I .r;t;ess she i:rot all the game there was
ting time yet.
. "Well, ditl yer make out all tight, Wild?" asked Cheyehne to be got, so we will give it up."

th~mgh nothing out of the or~ina'.~·~ had been , taki~g; vlace.
Wild, as he \\as called by his fnends and acquamtafi~es,
had come over into Nevada to look al'ound at the new mmmg
camps.
He was a wealthy mine owner, thou~h but ii liby, and it was
his hobby to travel around the wild parts of the Great West in
search of adventure.
With him on this trip were his two partners, Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart, three yo{mg ladies and two Chinamen,
,
who were servants for the party.
One of the young ladies was named Anna, and she was the
wife of Cheyenne Charlie. The other two were young gir1s,
named Arietta Murdock and Eloise Gatdner. Arietta was
You11g Wild West's sweetheart, and was a thorough Western
girl and it very pretty blonde. .
Eloise was Jim Dart's sweetHeart. Jim was a boy about
the same age as our hero, while Cheyenne Charlie, the exgoYe~·nment scout, was a man something like ten years their
senior.
One of the Chinamen-the one who had beaten Morite Mack
at his own gai:he-was very clever, as will be seen later on.
The other was his brother, and the cook for the party of
ad"7enturers.
Monte Mack and the miners gazed at the boy and the
Chinaman in silence as they walked over and entered the
general store of Golden Gulch. The two newcomers had certaihly made them open the~r eyes.
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YOUNG WILD WEST AND "MONTE MACK."
"Yes, Wild; she got one of the partridges she shot at, I1 "Hold on there!" shouted the boy. "Let that girl alone!
Stop right where you are, or I'll shoot you dead m your
see."
"And I should have had the other one," added the Girl of tracks, you sneaking galoot!"
Instead of stopping where he was the villainous fellow
Golden Gulch, shaking her head. "I was just a little too
turned and darted away into the bushes.
hasty. Shooting partridges is no easy matter, anyhow."
But Wild saw and recognized him before he disappeared.
"No, that's so," said our hero. "They fly pretty swift when
It was Monte Mack, the gambler!
they rise."
"I'll see you later, you scoundrel!" cried Wild, and then he
The girl picked up the bird she had shot, and accompanied
turned his attention to the girl.
them to the camp.
"Oh, oh," she exclaimed. "That man stopped me and was
All hands were much surprised when they saw her.
But Arietta quickly introducell her, and then there was a -was-going to force me to let him kiss me! Oh. I was never
so frightened in my life. Of all the rough miners I have
feeling of satisfaction.
met, none has acted so insulting. Oh, my!"
Meta Morris was not long in telling about herself.
"Calm yourself, Miss Morris," said our hero, taking her
She was an orphan and had come to Golden Gulch to live
by the arm. "I know the fellow who insulted you. I'll make
with an uncle and aunt.
She had been born and bred in New Orleans, but had very him wish he had let you alone before I get through with him.
quickly acquired the habits and customs of Western people, Just take it easy now. I'll get Jim and Eloise to walk home
with you."
and she now felt perfectly at home, she declared.
"I expect to teach the school that is being built," she said. 1 They went back toward the camp and were met by Charlie,
"Of course, there are not many scholars here-not more Jim and the girls.
The girl then calmed down a little, and related what had
than a dozen, i believe. But every boy and girl should know
how to read, write, and cipher, and I am going to teach them happened to her.
The man had approached her all of a sudden and placed
how. Fortunately my father was very well-to-do before he
took sick and died, so I had the chance to get a fair edu- his arm about her, declaring that he wanted a kiss from her
cation, and I took advantage of it. I have a little money in ruby lips.
Then she had screamed and broke away from him.
my own right,_ and as my uncle owns one of the best-paying
"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, looking at Charlie
claims here in the Gulch, I can well afford to teach for nothing until the place grows a little, and more scholars come." and Jim, "I guess Monte Mack is a dangerous sort of a man
"Do you always expect to dress in that style?" asked Anna, to have hanging around Golden Gulch.' The first thing we
know he will be after our girls."
nodding at the costume she had on.
"If he tries anything like that on me he will get a taste
"I shall until my stock of clothing gives out," was the
laughing reply. "I had the clothes, so I thought I might as of hot lead!" Arietta retorted, promptly, and she meant it,
well wear them, and get the value of them. I know the too.
women of Golden Gulch don't dress in this· style, but I suppose they would if they had a way to get the apparel. However, I would much rather dress like you girls, for the1·e is
CHAPTER III.
more freedom about that kind of garb, and it is adapted to
this part of the country, too."
MONTE MACK AND HIS GANG.
"An' it costs jest as much as ther fancy clothes you've got
on," spoke up the scout, with a grin.
"Oh, I don't doubt that," replied the Girl of Golden Gulch.
It was purely accidental in the way that Monte Mack had
of the value of garments. met the Girl of Golden Gulch.
"I am a pretty good judge
Fancy-tanned buckskin and the best quality of silks cost
The villainous gambler had really been trying to get a look
money, especially out here."
at the camp of Young Wild West, for he was very bitter
She proved to be a very able conversationalist, and seemed against the young deadshot, and he wanted to get a line on
surprised at the way the three girls wearing the fancy hunt- him, and also find out how many he had w;th him.
ing costumes acted.
Being a stranger in the Gulch, he did not know Meta MorThough she had been born and reared in the wilds of ris, and when he came face to face with her, as she was reeducation.
an
without
not
was
Arietta
Wyoming,
turning from the short W.sit to our friends, he acted on a
.And her manners were those of a perfect lady.
villainous impulse and insulted her.
being
of
advantage
the
had
have
..A.nna and Eloise may
Had he known that he was so close to Young Wild West's
born in cities, but it did not show out in the conversation camp it is hardly probable that he would have undertaken
thl1.f; took place.
such a thing, and when he saw the boy appear he made up
Our friends invited the Girl of Golden Gulch to stay and his mind that he was in dangerous quarters.
that
grounds
have supper with them, but she declined, on the
He fled, and did it quickly, expecting to hear the hum of a
her uncle and aunt would be alarmed about her protracted bullet as it came after him.
absence, so after making the girls promise to call on her
But when he did not he slackened his pace and went on
the next day, she took her departure.
to the saloon he had been stopping at.
It was now about time the evening meal was served, and
Monte Mack was now satisfied that he would have trouble
the cook was hustling to get it ready.
with Young Wild West the first time they met, and he de"Well, what do you think of the Girl of Golden Gulch, cided to get out of the mining camp.
girls?" asked Wild, when Meta Morris had gone.
He did not intend to remain away very long; neither was
"I think she is very nice," answered Anna.
he going very far.
"And so do I," added Eloise.
The fact was that the man was not only a card-sharp, but
"I was satisfied that she was a nice girl the moment I set
road agent as well.
eyes on her," Arietta declared. "I am very glad to find a a And
he had a band of men located not more th.an two miles
girl of her class here. Wild says he expects to stay here from the mining camp.
a few days, so we will not be without one of our own sex
They had only come there the day before, with the intento talk to and give us a little knowledge of the things we tion of doing business along the trail that ran from Esmerdon't know."
alda to Golden Gulch, a distance of about :fifty miles, and
Just then a shrill scream for help rang out.
a very wild country.
through
it
taken.
had
Morris
Meta
direction
the
from
As it came
at the time of which we write was a hustling
Esmeralda
the
was
she
that
think
should
they
was quite natural that
town that has since ceased to exist, on account
mining
little
person who uttered the scream.
of the failure of the mines to produce what was expected
Young Wild West started on a run in a jiffy.
of them.
couple
a
than
more
He knew the girl could hardly have got
There was considerable travel gomg on between the two
of hundred yards from their camp, and that she had got into
places, and a stage-coach line did quite a business.
trouble of some sort he was certain.
Monte Mack had heard of this 1 .~o, having been forced to
"Help-help!"
leave his hunting grounds in CaJ.i:Iornia, he came over into
Again the scream rang out.
Nevada to pursue his trade.
The young deadshot drew his revolver.
There is seldom much trouble to :find a hiding place for
A couple of seconds later he beheld the Girl of ~Iden
Gulch running toward him, while iight behind her was a such bands to make their headquarters, since caves and
ravines are so plentiful that a person entirely unacauain
man, with arms outstretched to seize her.
p
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with the country would have little difficulty in picking out a
"Yes, that's right. It is a mighty good "(>lace. But I
snug retreat.
.
knew we would have no trouble in finding one. Such hiding
The gambler road-agent had found just the place he places as these are plentiful in this section."
wanted in the shape of a roomy cave that was dry and conThere were seven more men to greet Monte Mack when
venient to the trail, and which was so located that it would he left his horse in charge of the man called Fresno and
have been hard fo1· any one to trail them there.
turned an angle and found himself in a roomy cave that
It was for the cave, where his men were, that Monte Mack was lighted from an opening in the rear.
meant to go now.
The furnishings were few and far between, for all to
He was not long in getting his horse from the shed in the be seen in the cave was what might be called a rather
rear of the saloon, and then mounting he rode out of the meager campirig outfit.
camp, giving it out that he was going to ride out on the
However, the things they had answered their purpose
trail to meet some friends he expected to arrive that night
well enough, for they had cooking utensils and blankets
Once out of hearing of any one in the mining camp, the to sleep upon.
·
villain put his horse to a gallop and rode on.
Anyhow, Monte Mack did not propose that his men. were
"I don't know what to make of this young fellow who to live there .all the time.
calls himself Young Wild West," he muttered, as his horse
']""hey were to go to Golden Gulch, and some of them were
rapidly covered the ground. "It strikes me that he is going to stake out claims, while the rest would hang around.
to be a dangerous customer. I never saw a man as cool
"Have somethin' ter eat?" asked the fellow who acted
as he is, much less a mere boy. And he is quick, too! The as cook, as the leader came in.
way he got the drop on me was something astonishing. I
"No," was the reply. "I had my supper at the Sure Strike
was just going to try and make an impression on the miners, Hotel, as they call one of the shanty saloons in the Gulch.
and make them understand that I was a bad man to fool I got in a little trouble with a boy over there, and I thought
with, when he up and got the drop on me! Well, he got I'd come over here and talk about it to you all."
the best of me that time, and he stopped my game just
"Had a little trouble with a boy?"
now. But this is not the end of it. I'll show Young Wild
The men looked surprised.
West that I am a dangerous man before I am through with
"Yes, he is only a boy, but he is about as swift as any
him. I'll get square with him, as sure as my name is Monte man I ever saw. Young Wild West is his name."
Macki"
"Ah!" exclaimed Fresno, as he came in, after having
He seemed to be relieved when he had given vent to his tied the horse of his leader. "I've heard about that young
feelings in this way, and with a nod of satisfaction he turned galoot. He's got two pards, an' ther three of 'em has got
his attention to his surroundings.
ther name of bein' very dangerous fellers when they start
"I must not miss the place to turn in," he thought. "That out ter do a thing. I seen 'em down in Yuma once, but
would be bad work. But I guess I am all right on that it was only a glimpse I got of 'em. But I've jest about
score, for there is the egg-shaped rock right ahead there."
hElard enough about 'em ter make me think that they ain't
He brought his horse down to a walk, and then, after ter be fooled with very much. Young Wild West is ther
looking up and down the trail to see if anybody was in Champ'on Deadshot of ther West, they say. He's quicker
sight, and finding that there was not, he turned to the hard, than chain lightnin', too."
stony ground and rode through a thicket till he came to
"Yes, I guess he is," and the villainous p:ambler shrugged
a narrow ravine that ran almost parallel with the trail.
his shoulders. I was going to chastise him over in the
It was in this ravine that the hiding place of the road Gulch, but he got me covered with his gun before I could do
agents was located.
a t;hing. It was a very quick move on his part, I can tell
About four hundred feet from the commencement of the you!"
ravine Monte Mack came to a halt.
Monte Mack sat down and related all that had transpired
High above him on either side arose the craggy cliffs, after his arrival at Golden Gulch.
studded here and there ~ith bushes and evergreen trees
"I had things going just right when the Chinaman stepped
that refused ~o let go. th~n· h?ld fro:m a b~d that was al- :UP," he went on to stay. "Then when the boy pushed his
most perpen~1cular; clmgmg vmes. with. their sweet-scented way through the crowd things began to grow wdrse. That
flowers ~h.owmg here and there, with the dar~ green of the heathen galoot is the sharpest fellow I ever met. I could
forest nsmg above, only to fade away agamst the snow- not fool him foi· a cent."
cappead pea)<s beyond.
·
"An' ther heathen took two hundred dollars from yer,
The sun was setting too, and the gambler road-agent eh, cap?" queried Fresno.
seemed impressed by the beauty of the scene. for he re- ' "Yes and without the least trouble. I tried hard to fool
mained seated in the saddle in silence for fully a minute.
him the second time. He knows as much about handling
"This place can't be beat much for scenery, I g-uess," he cards as I do."
muttered. "But pshaw! . W.hat .do I care about the scenery?
"Well, if ver hadn't bothered with ther gal I think everyIt matters not whether it. 1s mce to behold or ugly to t~e thing would be all right. As it is, ther best thing yer kin
eye. I am here for busmess-to make money l And I 11 do is ter go over an' offer an apology. Yer kin say that
do it, as sure as my name is Monte Mack!"
yer had been drinkin' too much, an' that yer didn't know
Then he uttered a coarse laugh, after which he gave a what yer was <loin', or somethin' like that."
sharp whistle that might have been mistaken for the cry of
"That's right, Fresno. I've been thinking it over, and I
a bird.
g-uess that is about the only way to g-et out of it. We want
There was an interval of silence, and then he repeated to stay around Golden Gulch, you know. If we didn't it
the call.
wol,lld make no difference."
Then it was answered from a point very close on his left.
"That's right. Well, I guess if yer take us all ter thcr
Monte Mack promptly turned his horse for that side of Gulch with yer we'll be able ter hold Young Wild West an'
the ravine, and the next moment a living curtain of hang- his pards."
~ng vines was lifted, as though by magic, and he rode under
"He has only two pards, you say?"
it.
.
''Yes, that's all what travels with him, 'cept some r,-als
Down dropped the mass of vmes, and Monte Mack, the an' a couple of heathen Chinee."
leader of the road agent band, had entere~ the hidi1:1g p~a~e ."Girls, you say?" and Monte Mack arched his eyebrows.
that was to do duty as a headquarters wlule they plled tne1r
"Yes, he had three gals with him in Yuma that timi>.
la•l'lrns trade on the Golden Gulch Trail..
Two of 'em is only young ones, an' ther other is'\omethin'
"Glad to see yer ~ack so soo~. cap," said the man who over twenty. She's ther wife of one of his pards, which is
had caused the openmg to be chsclosed, as he nodded ap- known as Cheyenne Charlie."
provinglv at the villain. "Found out all about Golden
"Ah, I thought the one I tried to kiss was the only g-irl in
Gulch Camp. I s'pose ?"
Golden Gulch. This is beginning to grow more interesting.
"Yes. Fresno," was the reply. "I guess I got a pretty lam very fond of pretty girls, you know. Ha, ha, ha!"
good idea of the place. It is all right. The miners seem
The villain laughed and looked pleased.
to be making plenty of money there, and that is what we
But he seemed to be more eager than ever to go back
want."
to Golden Gulch now.
"Yes, that's what we want, cap. Come on in; we've got I "I guess I can manage to smooth things over about the
things puttv much ter rights now. This is a mighty good / g_irl," he said after a pause. "Get ready, boys. We'll all
place, I reckon.''
wle over and put up there for the night. Fit out your
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horses with blankets, and take the frying pan and coffee
pot along to make it appear that you have been ttaveling
all day 1 and have just arr:ved · in these parts. I'll introduce you at the Sure Strike as friends of mine, who have
come to the Gulch to settle and work. I guess everythil\g
will be all right. If Young Wild West attempts to interfere with me, if we can't do any better we'll fight. We know
how to do that anyhow."
The road agents were glad to get the chance to ride over
to the mining camp, and they hastened to get ready to leave
(
the cave.
Half an hour after the arrival of Monte Mack the whole
nine of them rode out of the concealed cave and went down
the mvine.
When they reached the end of it they rode in single file
out upon the trail, and then headed for Golden Gulch.
Monte l\Iack took the lead, as might be supposed.
The distance hardly being two miles, they soon came to
the outskirts of the hustling camp.
It was now dark, and the lights from the three saloons
and the stoi-e shone distinctly, giving the place a businesslike air.
Monte Mack led the wav direct to the saloon he had
made his auarters at during· the brief stay at the pl11ce.
The road agents were, for the most part. a hard-looking
lot, but such men were very common in that pa1-t of the
country. so there was nothing strange in their appearance.
They were all desperadoes, too, and would hesitate at nothing, unless it was the facing of a loaded revolver in a very
steady hand.
Such a th,ing was bound to make the bravest and most
reckless mortal pause and consider. ~
Dismounting, they entered the Sure Strike Hotel, as it
was called, Monte Mack in the lead.
The barroom was pretty well filled with c~tomers, who
had come there to gamble and drink, and so was the big
,
room that adjoined it.
The leader of the toad agents cast a 11 weening glance
over the assemblage, and when he saw YounQ: ·wild West
standing near the door that opened into the adjoining room
he turned slightly pale.
He had to make his apology right now, and he knew it.•
"Gents," he called out in a loud tone of voice, "I made
a little mistake just before dark, and I want to tell you all
that I am sorry for it. I had been drinking a little too much,
and meeting a pretty girl by accident, I offered to kiss her.
She was offended and frightened, and I want to say that I
did not mean any harm, and I hope she will excuse me.
I am a professional g"ambler, but I am white, from the
crown of my head to the soles of my feet. Everybody have
a dr:nk with me and my pards!"

CHAPTER IV.
MONTE MACK GETS THE WORST OF IT AGAIN.

There was a short silence as Monte Mack finished his remarks, and then a half-drunken miner bawled out:
"That's ther way to t alk ! A man as ain't ashamed t er
own up when he makes a mistake is as good as one what
never made a mistake. I, fur one, accepts ther invitation
·
ter drink. Whisky straight, landlord."
Young Wild West and his two partners had come over
to the saloon shortly after Jim and Eloise went home with
the Girl of Golden Gulch.
They had expected to find Monte Mack there, but when
th ey hea1·d that he had gone out to meet some friends they
decided to "'ait a while.
And now he had come!
It was a little different from the way our hero expected
it though.
He had not thought that the gambler would be ready
to a<lmit that he was sony he had intel"fered with the girl,
and before a whole crowd at that.
His action really chanr;ed the situation.
· So the boy said nothing to him.
The crowd pushed up to take the drink they were invited to, while our fr:ends moved back into the other room.
Wild and Jim did not drink liquor, and Charlie, who did
sometimes, was not going to at the expense of Monte Mack.
The scout had heard enough of the man to make him down

on him, and he would never drink. with a tnan he did not
like.
That was the wfi.y of Cheyenne Charlie.
If :M:orite Mack had been wise he would have paid no
attention to them for lea,ving the barroom.
But he had started, and he meant to go his whole strength.
"Hey!" he called out, starting for the door. "Young
Wild West, you and your pards come on and have something. I haven't anything against you for what you d'd
to nie this afternoon. I ain't il. man that holds a grudge.
You got the best of tne, and I give you credit for it. A
man is bound to make mistakes, you know, and I tnacle one
when I thou:p:ht I couitl give yo'll a hustle. Cotne on! Ju;ot
name your favorite bevetage, and if the boss has got it :n
his shanty you shall have it. Nothing is too good for the
fellow who can dri.iw a shooter quicker than Monte .Mack,
the Gatnbler King."
"I guess we wdn't drink with you, Monte Mack," answered
Wild in his cool and easy way. "Go ahead and enjoy yourselves."
"Why " ·on't you drink with tne?"
The villain was putting his foot deeper in it all the time,
but he did not have sense enough to see it just then.
Probably he thought that since he had gained the friendship of the miners in the place, and he had his eight men
with him, he could do about as he pleased.
"Well. I don't drink anything strong myself," retorted
Wild, keeping wonderfully cool, "and when I drink potJ or
any other temperance drink I usually do it with a friend.
You are not my friend, and I don't want you to be e'ther."
"Ha, ha, ha! You don't like tnc, I see. Well, you had better come and have a little whisky and call it square."
"Git out, you sneakln' coyote!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie ..
"When Young Wild West says no that settles it."
"Who are you?" demanded the gambler angrily as he
turned his ga11e upon the tall form of the scout.
"If yer want ter find out very bad jest keep on as you're
goin'. I i·eckon ther first thing you know you'll git throwed
through a winder or somethin' like that!"
"Aha!" exclai:rned Monte Mack coolly. "You are looking
for trouble, I guess·. Well. I am not a coward. Come
on outside, and we'll shoot it out!"
"Good enough, yer slab-sided galoot!" roared the scout, as
he started toward him. "I'm your huckleberry on that kind
of a game. If you've got anything ter say afore yer go under
you'd better do it right now!"
Monte Mack stepped back as though he was going out,
but instead of doing so he whipped out a revolver and swung
around to fire at Charlie.
But Young Wild West was watching him like a cat watches
a mouse, and just as he pulled the trigger the young deadshot reached over and knocked his arm upward.
Crack!
The bullet went into the ceiling.
_
Spat!
Wild i'/truck the tredcherous man a blow between his eyes
and sent him teeling.
"You low hound, you!" he cried ang1ily, "so that is the
way you fight, is it? Invite a man outside to fight it out,
and then fire at hitn as he starts to come! I've a strong notion to fill your carcass full of lead!"
Crack!
One of the road agents fired at the boy, and if he had
not moved his head just then he would have been shot dead
in his tracks.
Crack!
The scout answered the shot, and the would-be murdei·er

I

sank with a bullet in his breast.
"Take it easy, boys!" exclaimed Wild coolly. "All those
who don't want to take part in this little game had better
look for cover. We are going to wipe out all who stay in
this room!"
Then there was a rush for both doors, and Monte Mack
was one of the first to get out.
The man running the place ducked down behind the bar,
and then Young Wild West and his two partners were the
only ones to be seen in the place!
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "What do yer
think of that? If r. keg of powder had been jest ready to go
off they couldn't have got out any quicker, Wild."
"I guess they couldn't, Charlie," was the cool reply. "Well,
that means that there is no one here who wants to fight.
' I suppose we will have to let it go at that. But Monte Mack
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and his gang are marked men now! They must look out out ther bait does,'' and the miner looked over at the ChinaIl).an, who was playing poker and looking as innocent as
how they act when we see them again."
The last was said in a voice loud enough to be heard oµt- thoi+gh ]+e was sitting in a church.
"That's 1·ight."
side. Our friends knew that if they went tP the door they
Monte Mack inniled in a sickly sort of way.
would likely be sltot at from the darkness outside, so they did
He kp.ew what tl+e mal]. alluded to.
not do it.
He paid the bill, and then leaving his companions to
"You can come in now,'' shouted Wild. "I guess the
am.1).se themselves as they saw fit, he walked over to the
danger is over for a while.'1
table where the four-handed game was in progress.
Two miners came in right away.
There wii.s a vacant chair near at hand, and moving it
The proprietor got up from f>ehind the bar and looked
up to the t~j:Jle, he sat down.
relieved.
"Is it an open game, gents?" he asked pleasantly.
Then more of them came in, and soon all but t@ gamPler
"I reckon so," answered one of the miners. "Yer kin take
and the strangers he had brought there were in the ban·oom.
Young Wild West stood leaning against the end of the a hancl, as fur as I are concerned.''
"Me likee play um five-ha!).d gamee," spoke up Hop cheerba,., a revolver ill eithl'r hand.
"Gentlemen,'' said he, "I guess it is all over. Just for- fully.
"You've been <loin' putty good 11s it was, I reckon," obget that anything happep.ed, ·will you? I 13ee that some of
you did not get your drinks on Monte Mack Hel'P yourselves served one pf the others. "You're a couple of hll.ndred 11head
at my expense. I don't drinlc whisky, but I am willing to of ther game, I guess.''
"1)1e have lillee ludc, so b,e."
buy it for those who do once in a while."
"He is a good one, I think," said Monte Mack. "He beat
"Hooray fur Young WilQ. We::it, ther gamest boy w}iat ever
struck Golden Gulch!" cried the proprietor, as he waved his me at my own game to-day. I want a chapce to get square
with him.''
·
arms in an exciteQ. m.armer.
The miners at the table thep }cnew that they had a cardEvery man present joined in the c}leer tnat · follpwed, and
the young deadshqt };!Ut his revqlvers iJl. thefr hcihiters and sl)arp to play witli.
But that made little <lifl'erence to them, as they considsmiled.
As soon. as they ha<l. al! ):leeµ served he paid the bifl. and ered themselves to be world-beaters at the great A)llerican
then nodding at the body of the man Charlie had droppeq, gambling. gap.ie.
They· had been trying for the past fifteen minu.t es to fleece
·
he observed:
"If you've got an undertaker handy J guess you had bet- the Chinaman, but eacl). time they haQ. failecj.
When they tried to bluff it would not work, and when
·
ter send for him."
"I'm ther galoot as 'tend13 ter that kip.d of work," s:}id they thought they were sure winners witl). big hands he
a very red-faced man, stepping forwiud. "Give n1e a lift, always had a petter one.
They had attributed it to his wonderful luck, but when
·
boys.''
A couple of them helped him, a;nd the 0 pject was soon they heard Monte Mack say that the heathen had beaten
l/im at his own g.arp.e th.ey realized that t4ey had stacked
'
removed.
Then the bos13 mopped \l.P the floor wit4 a pail of water l1P against tpe wrong Chinaman.
But that did not hinder them from keeving on with the
and an old broom, and things took on the usual look.
Mont.e Mack ap.d his men had ;not left the Gulch, howeve1'. game, for they now thought they would stand a prett.y good
show, since the gambler had intimat~<j. that he' was after
They had simply gone to one of the otl].er saloons.
Tht:Y were all united in declaring that Y O\l.;ng Wild West the Celestial.
They moved their chairs so the rascally leader of the
ap.d his partners to be the most qangerous trio they }lad ever
ro~d agents could get to the ta}>le, and then the five-handed
struck.
"The easiest way was the best, boys," the leade1· said, game began.
Hop was very innocent-looking just then.
as he dismounted to go into the saloon. "We'll stay right
here in town to-night, anyhow. If they follow us up we · But he knew that he had to keep his eyes open, and use
all the tricks he was capable of to keep up his winning
will stand a better show than we did over there."
"I reckon they wqn't foll.er us here, c.ap,'' answered streak.
The man on his right <lealt the cards around, and as he
Fresno. with a shru)2' of the shoul<lers. "Barney got his
was doing it Monte Mack said:
med'cine all right, an' it is too bad!"
"Yes, it is too bad, but we wiil :;i.venge his death before · "Any one caught cheating in this game is likely to get a
,
many hours. l sui;r•JQSP i:t was all J'.llY fault, put I coµ!dn't bullet!"
The miners grinned.
help doing what I did. i hardly think ~ would have sto,od
They all thought they were smart enough to keep from
m~ch of a show with that big galoot wit.h the 1011-g , black
hau. He seemed too willing to come out ;md :choot i:t out.'' being caught.
"Lat light," answered Hop, and then he showed a big
None of them said anything to this, but it was evident
'
that they all <;l.greed wit}diim wpen 4e 13ajd he was to bfame old-fashioned cavalry six-shooter.
He smiled blandly as he did this, and then the rest chuckled
·
for it all.
a good-natured way.
When they got inside the saloon Monte Mack was not a in One
thing about it was that Hop was not likely to be
l i~tk surp_rised w}1e11 he paw the Chinan:i.an, who haC! beaten caught cheating.
·
lum at his own gani.e that afternoon, ~itting at a table,
was altogether too clever for that.
He
pl::tving cards with three miners.
His sleight-of -hand abilities permitted him to do as he
He quickly Pa;;serl the wprd tp })is men who the Chinamq,u
with a pack of cards.
was. and then Hop Wah instantly beca:rp.e t!:i.e center oi at- liked
There was · only one thing he feared, and that was that
tr2.ctici:; for them.
he might not be permitted to get out with the money he
Hop had s11eakerl away from the camp as soon as Wild won.
it.
aP.d )1 i~ Partners left
But just then his face lighted up, fo1· who should come
}fo had a :m;;inia for gambling, and he always took every in but Young Wild West and his partners.
.
chance he got to indulge in it
. p,fo11te Mack decided to g-et in the i;ame ii' it were possible.
But first he ordered drinks for aJl hands, just to make
CHAPTER V.
·
'
h imself :::olid w·th those present. ·
There were a few there who had been gat!rnred around
THE POKER GA'ME.
when he opened up h;s game t):i.at afternoon, a::d one of them
Young Wild West made up his mind to find out where
was the man who had lost fifty dollars.
the gambler had gone, so after remaining in the Sure Strike
He stepped forward and promptly put out h <s hanq.
"Yer won my money, but it was my fault" he said. "I Hptel a few minutes he told Charlie and Jim to come on out.
"I hardly think Monte Mack has gone very far," said
ain't n~, squealer. I won't bite on that ki:1d of a game,
he. "He has probably changed his quarters to one of the
though.
"Vlell, you oug~t t?, knovy- that yqu should ~ever bet. against ' o~her rnloons . I don't intend to pick any further row w:th
: 111111, put I want to show him an<l hji; gang that we .a;re not
a game of that kmd, replied the gambler, with a smile.
1
"Not unless I know as much about it nil ther pne puttin' thQ lQIJ.;.>t P,it a:f.'raid of them."
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Monte Mack was trusting to the draw to make his hand
They entered. the right place at the first attempt, and
when they saw the gambler in a game of draw poker with pan out right.
That meant that he knew beforehand just how many cards
Hop they knew that there was bound to be some exciteeach one would take.
ment before the game was over.
He gave each of the miners a pair, and Hop four nines
It was easy to pick out who the friends of Monte Mack
were, for every man of them showed signs of uneasiness cold.
That meant that Hop would only draw one, providing
when the three entered.
Wild thought he had better say something, so looking at he played the game in the usual way.
The other three would call for three each, of course.
the gambler he called out:
Then Monte Mack woulcT hold one card and draw four,
"Monte Mack, I guess you had better see the undertaker
and make arrangements to bury your friend who went un- and those four would turn out to be four aces.
As he had the cards counted to a nicety, it would be
der."
"Oh, that is all right," was the reply. "I guess the man quite easy to do this, and there would be no signs of any
had enough money on him to pay the bill. I couldn't do cheating either.
But Hop knew how to work things that way.
him any good, could I? He's dead, and that's all there is to
He was not sure that the gambler was trying to work
it. It was perfectly square, the way he was shot."
it that way, of course, but he thought so, and he meant
"Well, if you are satisfied I am."
The villain seemed to feel easier when our hero turned to treat him to a little surprise.
The ante was ten dollars, and before he looked at his
back to the bar.
It was a pretty rough sort of a place, and those who cards the next man laid down fifty dollars.
"It'll cost that much more ter draw cards this time,"
hung out there were very rough.
he said. "I'm goin' it blind."
But there was nothing strange about this.
"Allee light,'' answered Hop with a bland smile. "EvelyAfter purchasing cigars Wild and his partners took posibody no lookee at um hand, so be."
tions where they could watch the game of poker.
AU agreed, so each put in the necessary amount.
There were other games going on in the room, but they
Then the drawing began.
were only interested where Hop was playing.
Each of the miners took three cards, as Monte Mack
It was easy to guess that the so-called Gambler King was
trying to get square with the Chinaman for what he had supposed they would.
lost that afternoon.
"How many do you want, Mr. Heathen?" he asked.
The cards were dealt around, Hop having put up five
Hop studied his hand carefully.
dollars ante.
"Come! Don't keep me waiting. We want to get through
Only three came in, Hop, Monte Mack and the dealer.
this game some time to-night."
"Allee light·, me takee um book!" and he promptly disThe betting was rath er light after the draw an d the
dealer won.
all five of his cards.
carded
deal.
to
turn
Then it came Hop's
The gambler turned white.
The clever Chinaman evidently had the op inion that the
This was a staggerer.
'
By a "book" Hop meant that he wanted five cards, or a
game would not last very long, so he decided to get in
hand entirely.
new
there.
and
his work right then
"Haven't you made a mistake?" Monte Mack asked.
He stacked the cards, without being caught at it, and
proceeded to deal them.
"Me no makee mistakee," was the retort. "Me wantee
Monte Mack was next to him, so he had put up the ante. fivee cards, so be."
Becoming desperate, the gambler made a move as though
He had made it ten dollars, and they all seemed satisfied.
Hop gave him a pair of kings to start with, and did not to mix the cards.
He knew very well that if he gave the five top cards to
keep track of what he gave to the other three men.
He was not after them, so it made little difference to the Celestial he would get the four aces he meant to have
him what they had.
himself.
He meant to have four aces himself, so it would be all for"Deal
fiom um toppee packee," said Hop, and then he
right anyhow.
his big six-shooter and laid it on the table by his
pulled
one
no
that
movements
his
in
So slick was the Chinaman
side.
could tell that he was cheating.
If it had not been that Wild and his partners were there
But that was a way he had.
He could never have made a success of the business if Monte Mack would have surely started a rumpus.
But he dared not do it now, though he had seven hardhe had been clumsy enough to be caught.
It so happened that. they all got pairs, so they all went ened villains to back him.
He dealt the cards in the proper way, and Hop got the
in for the ante.
aces.
four
Then they drew cards.
Then there was a light bet made. and it came Hop's turn.
Monte Mack got two more king-s, and he did not know
He promptly made it a hundred, and they all dropped
whether to regard it as good luck or purposely done.
out.
But it was a temptation that he could not resist.
"Me vclly lucky," declared Hop with a grin. "Me thlow
Hop got his four aces all right, though he seemed to
be studying his hand, as though trying to place a value 'way four nines and gittee four lillee aces. Velly stlange."
"I am done," said Monte Mack, rising from the table.
upon it.
Monte Mack thouv-ht he would let him have it good and. "Gentlemen, you are fools if you play with that heathen.
He is too smart altogether."
hard, just to sound h·m, so he bet a hundred dollars.
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee," Hop admitted.
The three miners promptly dropped out.
Monte Mack had really had enough of it.
Their hands were not worth a hundred, dollars, they no
He knew that he was no match for the clever Chinaman.
doubt thought.
He was not like a great many would have been-bent
Hop smiled serenely, and met the bet and raised it two
on getting even.
.
hundred.
When he reali;i;ed that he was beaten it was time for
"Me gottee velly goodee hand," he said, nodding in his
him to quit.
innocent way.
That was the way he played all his games, even to the
"Have you? V\'ell, we'll see what you have got," answered
the gambler as he met the rnise. "I call you. What have robbing of stage coaches.
As soon as Hop Wah got up from the table the leader of
you got?"
the road agent band sat down again.
"Me gottee four lillee aces."
The miners were willing to play with him, so they started
"I might have known it! You're a very slick heathen,
up another game.
.
you are."
Hop did not attempt to interfere.
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee," Hop replied as
He was well ahead of the game anyhow.
he scooped in the pot.
"I guess you had better go back to the camp, Hop," said
"It seems so."
Wild after the Celestial had taken his tanglefoot at the bar.
The gambler now picked up the cards.
He was about as clever with them as Hop wa&, but tha "We are all going. There is nothing going on here that ts
ChiBaman had little trouble in finding out what 'he was up to. worth while."
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Horace ·Morris, the uncle of the Girl of the Gulch, was
located right next to Rawlins, but for some reason he had
never had a great deal of luck with his claim, though he had
managed to make a very good living.
Morr;s was very quiet, and he was what was termed a very
nice man.
Oscar Rawlins had a very good character, too, but there
were those working for him who might have been ready to
say that his methods were questionable.
His wonderful success had given him a so1·t of superiority
in the Gulch, and as he was always ready to lend money to
those in need of it-providing, of course, there was good
security back of it-he was considered to be a real good man
to have in the place.
Unfortunately, Horace Morris had borrowed the sum of
three thousand dollars from him to better equip his claim,
and he had been paying interest at every month at the rate
of twenty per cent. on the loan.
This was really nothing more than robbery, of course, but
the man had thought he needed the money, and as he could
not get the amount together to pay back, there was nothing
else for him to do but to "grin and bear it," as the old saying goes.
When Met-a came out West to live with her uncle and aunt
Rawlins was not long in getting acquainted with her.
He was full y twenty years older than the girl, but that did
not prevent him from becoming a suitor for her hand.
Meta, instead of having any regard for him, fairly detested him, and she always repulsed the advances he made
to her.
When she found only the day before Young Wild West and
his friends arrived at Golden Gulch that her uncle favored the
suit of Rawlins the Girl of Golden Gulch became somewhat
alarmed.
But she was quite spirited, and since she was in a fair way
to earn her own living by teaching school, she made up her
mind that she would leave the home of her dead father's
brother rather than be compelled to wed a man she did not
like.
·
Thus it was that she let Eloise Gardner know something of
the situation.
One girl likes to confide with another, and it is probable ·
that if Jim Dart had not been with them Eloise would have
been in possession of the whole story.
That very night, as Meta was telling her uncle and aunt
how she had been insulted by a stranger, as she was returning f;rom Young Wild West's camp, Rawlins came over to the
neat little shanty to press his suit.
The girl paled wh~n she saw him enter, for she seemed to
realize that the climax was at hand.
Rawlins made himself very agreeable.
Instead of waiting to talk with the girl alone, he brought up
the subject right to the miner and his wife.
"Morris," he said, casting a smiling glance at Meta, "I've
asked the Girl of Golden Gulch three 01· four times now to
marry me, and she always says no. I made up my mind to
settle the bus :ness this night, and that is what I've come
over fur."
"Is that so, Oscar?" asked Morris, looking uneasy.
"Yes, that's so. You know ther circumstances, aJ.l right.
If you tell her that she couldn't do better than to many the
richest man in Golden Gulch maybe she might have sense
enough to say yes. I've done all the courtin' I could do, and
now we'll take up the business part of it."
"What is the use of trying to induce her to marry you if
she don't want to?" asked Mrs. Morris, speaking in a spirited way.
"Well, I want her, and I'll make a mighty good husband for
her, too. I r~ckon that's why," retorted Rawlins.
"I will never be your wife, Mr. Rawlins!" exclaimed Meta,
her eyes flashing. "I told you that before. I will leave
Golden Gulch before I consent to it."
"Aha!" and Rawlins arose to his feet, excitedly, '"so that's
your answer, is it? All right! I don't suppose you know,
CHAPTER VI.
girl, that your uncle is in my debt, and that he can't pay me
SOME VILLAINOUS WORK.
what he owes me? You don't know that his mine ain't payin'
It will be in order for us to discover who and what the him any morn'n enough to feed you and his wife, do you ?
I'll tell you what I'm going to do! If you don't agree to
man was, who wanted to wed the Girl of Golden Gulch.
His name was Oscar Rawlins, and he was the richest miner marry me inside of forty-eight hours I'll take his cla·m and
shanty from him. I have got the papers with his name to
in the Gulch.
He had been one of the first to come there when gold was 'em that will allow me to dg it. Then you can all c:i.mp out
somewhere, for you won't have a roof o've1· your heads. I'm
:found, and he had bP-en yery lucky.

There really was nothing doing outside the gambling,
drinking and carous:ng.
This might have been interesting to one who had never
1>een the inside of a mining camp saloon.
Hop wanted to stay, but he knew it was no use, so he
nodded and smiled, and when Wild and his partners left
the place a few minute later he went with them.
They went straight to the camp.
Everything was all right when they got there, though
Anna and Eloise were a bit nervous because they had remained away so long.
"You said you were coming back inside of twenty minutes, Jim," the latter said, looking at him reprovingly.
"Well, it took a little longer," was the reply. "We knew
that you would be safe enough here, since we're keeping an
eye on all the villains of the camp."
"I don't think you keep an eye on all of them, Jim. The
Girl of Golden Gulch told me that there were several men
here she was afraid to meet alone. She says there are very
bad ones, as well as very good ones here." /
"Well, I haven't any doubt about that," was the reply.
"But Meta Morris is hardty used to the way of the Wild West
yet, you know. She might imagine a whole lot."
"She told me that there is a man who asked her to marry
him, that she is very much afraid of. She refused him, of
course, but as the man has some kind of hold on her uncle,
through money matters, the situation she is in is not a very
pleasant one."
"What is that, Eloise?" spoke up our hero, becoming interested right away.
Eloise told him what the Girl of Golden Gulch had told
her.
""What is the galoot's name?" Wild asked.
"She did not tell me the man's name."
"And she did not tell us the name of her uncle either,"
spoke up Arietta.
"That's so. She did not seem to be very communicative,
anyhow," Anna observed.
"Well, to-morrow we will find out something about this
thing," the young deadshot said quietly. "I reckon if there
is any one-sided love-making going on here there'll have to
be a stop put to it. If the Girl of Golden Gulch don't like
the man wanting her for his bride she don't have to have
him, and that's all there is to that."
The boy's hearers knew full well that he meant what he
said.
And they were ready and willing to help him out.
'"Et," said Wild, addressing his sweetheart, "I wish you
would go and have a talk with the girl the first thing in
the morning and find out all about this. It isn't right that
a g:rl should be forced to marry a man she does not like
just because her uncle is in the man's power. Such thing~
don't go with me!"
"I'll find out all about it, Wild; you may depend on that"
answered A!jetta.
'
This much being settled our friends began to think about
retiring for the night.
As they were all early risers .it was in order for them to
retire early, especially when there was nothing to keep them
up.
But no matter where they were camped Young Wild West
always believed in keeping a watch.
He usually divided the night in three watches of two
hours each, if the nights were short, and longer accordingly.
They knew what time it would be daylight, so it was easy
to figure it out.
But there was no necessity of keeping a watch that night,
for no one came near the camp.
In the morning the camp was astir at sunrise, and Wild
and Arietta were out in search of some game, while the
cook got the breakfast ready.
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a good man, but I c::m't stand being dictated to, and I won't,
either !"
Inst ead of 1·ising and defying the villain-for :mch he was,
unquestionably-Morr is lower ed his head and covered his
face with his hands.
Then his wife burst into a fit of weeping.
Meta went to her and tried to comfort her.
"I am not sure, dear aunt," she said, "but I th:nk I know
some one who will help us out of this ti·ouble. It is Young
Wild West, the boy who is known as the Champion Deadshot of the West. You know, I told you about him and his
partners, and the three nice girls they have with them. Young
Wild West will help us out of the difficulty, I know."
"I've h eard about that young galoot to-night,'' snorted
Rawlins, who had now gone the full limit, and did not seem
to care wh at he said. "He m a de a fool of a strange cardsharp, but he won't make a fool of me, you can bet! I am
a good and peaceable man, but when I'm aroused I can fight!
I'll make Young Wild West wish he had never interfered if
he t akes a hand in this business. You can put that in your
pipe and smoke it, Horace Morris ! I either want the girl or
the three t hou sand dollars, with the interest you owe me, before sunset to-morrow!"
So saying , Rawlin s started for the door.
There was a sinist er smile on his face as he paused long
enough t o bid them good-night in a sarcastic way.
"Meta," said her uncle, looking up, after the scoundrel had
gone, "don't be a larmed. You shan't marry Oscar Rawlins.
T her time has come f ur ther breakin' up. He's got me foul,
an' I don't s'pose I kin gi t out of it. I kin m ak e more money
by workin' f ur some one else t han I've been doin' t her last
t hree months. Ther fact is tha t I believe Rawlins is robbin'
m e 1·ight along. Ther Ene between our claims has been
changed three times, an' each time I've lost fifteen or twenty
feet of land, and have been forced back on ground that ain't
got an ounce of pay-dirt in it. Rawlins has been gittin' revised maps every once in a while from ther Government Land
.A gent, so he sa ys, an' each time I've been a loser by it. You
just see the boy they call the Champion Deadshot in the
r.10ming, and t ell him ther whole thing. If he is what you
think h e is he might help u s out. If some one don't h elp us
cut afore t o-morrow nigkt I'll lose everything, fur Oscar
Ifawlins has sartinly got me f oul. I was fool enough ter
sign everything over to him when I borrowed ther three
t housand ·dollars fr om him. I've paid more than ther principal ba ck t o him in interest, but I'm ter blame fur that; ·1
h ad no busi ness to agJ:ee to it. You see Young Wild West
t her fi rst thing in ther morning, and let me know what he
says."
"All right, uncle," was the calm reply. "Don't worry. I
t hink :vou may go to sleep to-night with the assurance that
everything w ill be all right. I don't know just why, but I
put Oscar Rawlins down as a clever scoundrel the very first
time I saw him. He may be the richest man in Golden Gulch,
but tha t don't say that he is an honest man."
It was but litt le sleep that the three got that night.
But in t he morning the Girl of Golden Gulch appeared as
confident as ever.
"After breakfast I will go over to Young Wild West's
camp and have a talk with him." Meta said. "I know he will
help us, for the way he acted when that stranger insulted me
last night makes me feel that he believes in helping those
who cannot h elp themselves. I will wait long enough to give
them an oppo1tunity to have their breakfast, for it i:u.ay be
t hat they are not very early risers. A little afte1· seven I
will take a walk over there."
So the girl got r eady to start at the appointed time.
But just as she wa s going to leave on her rather peculiar
err and she saw one of the girls belonging to Young Wild
West's party approaching.
It was Arietta.
After succeeding in shooting a few partridges with her
dashing young lover, the gfrl had eaten her breakfast and set
out for the home of Meta for the purpose of learning about
t he ver y thing that was worrying the three at tlie shanty so
much.
The Girl of Golden Gulch met Arietta with a smile of welcome.
"I was just going to come over to see you,'' she said. "But
come in. I want to tell you something. We are in trouble
here-a very severe trouble, too."
"Certainl y I will come in," W 's the reply. "And you need
not hesitate to t ell m e your trouble. I came over to ask you

about what you told Eloise last night, anyhow. You see,
Young Wild West makes it his business to help those who
are in trouble, and we always assist him all we can. Now you
need not be afraid to tell me the whole thing."
When Horace Morris and his wife heard the girl speak this
way they brightened up.
Arietta was promptly introduced to them, after which
Meta proceeded to relate the whole circumstance in a plain
and concise way.
Arietta was amazed when she heard it all.
"That man must be a villain, indeed!" she exclaimed.
"Well, don't worry about it. I guess Wild will straighten
things out for you. He knows all about such things, and he
has the latest map of the land here in Golden Gulch. He got
it from the agent up in Esmeralda two days before we came
·
here."
"I should like to see the map," Morris said.
"Well, suppose you come over with me?"
;;I will, if yer don't object."
And I will go, too," spoke up Meta.
The eyes of the wife of the mine1· showed a happy light
now.
"Oh, I am so glad!" she exclaimed.
A few minutes later Morris, accompanied by Arietta and
the Girl of Golden Gulch, set out for the camp of our hero.
Wild and his partnern were cleaning their rifles when
they arrived.
Morris was introduced by Arietta, and then all hands listened to his story.
"'\Vell," said our hero, drawing a paper from his pocket
when he was through, "we'll see whether he has been e11croaching on your claim or not. Of course. the best way out
of ·the scrape you a1·e in is to pay him the money you owe
him, and get the papers from him. That will avoid much
trouble. I guess we had better go over and pay him now."
"What!" cried the miner, scaJ:cely able to believe his own
ears .
"I'll take the chances of you paying me back,'' said our
hero, coolly. "I have an idea that you will have more than
enough to do it with when the thing is straightened out.
Come on! The sooner this thing is settled the better it will
be. I've got the money right here."
"You no gottce enough me lettee you havee, Misler Wild,''
spoke up Hop, who always made it a point to listen to what
was being said.
"Never mind, Hop," was the reply. "I've got plenty.''
Wild was ready for business right away.
He did not believe in 'letting th;ngs drag.
So they started off, Meta going with them.
As they neared the mine of Rawlins they saw him there,
and then Morris told the girl that she had better hurry and
tell her aunt the good news.
The Girl of Golden Gulch, elated at the sudden turn of
affairs. hurried for the shanty, taking a short cut.
She had to pass through a dense patch of woods in order
to do this, but she never once thought that d'anger lurked
there.
Anyhow, it was but a short distance.
But half way through the wood she was confron,ted by
three men wearing masks over their faces.
Astonished and frightened, the girl stopped and ~tood in
her tracks, unable to utter a scream.
The three villains pounced upon her in a jiffy, and with a
heavy hand pressed over her mouth she was unable to utter
a cry, even when she had found the use of her tongue.
Poor Meta!
Her joy was suddenly tumed to despair again.
She was in the power of Monte Mack, for he was one of the
masked scoundrels.
The gambler 1·oad-agent had seen her that morning as she
accompanied Arietta from the shanty and he had resolved
upon capturing her, for the scoundrel had really fallen in
love with her.
He expected she would come back with the man who accompanied her, and he meant to knock him senseless, so as
to be able to carry out his hurried scheme.
It had only taken him a few minutes to get two of his men
to go with him, and when he saw the g;irl coming through
the patch of woods alone he was elated.
Two minutes after th.e capture the Girl of Golden Gulch
was upon the back of a horse, and being carried for the hid<:Jen retreat of the road-ag;ents.
Monte Mack had scored at last!
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'l'he villainous miner now tried t.o gain his point by coaxing.
"Can't you believe me, Morris?" he asked, pi,itting on an
jnju:red air. "Ain't you always beep. satisfied when there's a
HO}V ~@!fl wo~ f!U'f.
change been mad.e. Yoi.i ought t.o know that I wouldn't try
to c):i.eat Y.OtJl"
. Wild an.d Mqp·is went on, i/Jl.d ~oon c~m@ tq :wh~r& Oscar
"I wi$l;i. I <lid !mow that," was the reply, for Monis was
Rawlins was s~din~7 a~ th.o.~i.h h~ yya§ W?-jtipg f.e:r th.em.
pow qtJite in.dependent, since h.e had a ba~ker. "But I hav<1
'l'he vil~ainqus JP.ip,er ,ey~ i,yiJd k.e_l}pJy ~s p~ !;aipe uP, fl.)1d always thought YOIJ; w.e re stealing the best part of ll).Y cla.im
paid little or pp att,eptiop to th.e TW!+ 4~ /faft. ~P.r~at,ep.ed the by degre,;_s. I never said anything, because y.ou h.l).d a hold
1
night before.
·
on me. !hat h.o ld is about to be lifted, Rawlins."
"Goqd-.mor;pi~g, ~eW!il/~/' ~;Jid Morris.
.
,".YotJ .d on't )mow whether it i~ or not," was tne quick reply,
'.'Mornmg,' was tfie r~tqrt. "WPt1-t'13 tpe l)latt~:r, J14orns ?" \'l'!llle the man grew angry aga111. "Suppose I refuse to give
'~ l,i.ave com.e oy~r to taJ!f. h:u§mes§ wJth yqu. Thi.s YQUpg YP)P..e Jlfl.p...ers, wl).at t~fm ?"
gent is Young Wild W'est."
Oh, we'll select a Jury to try the case then/' .said Wild
The rascally fellow fro"\ylled.
calmly. · "The result will be that you will be givep. about
"Well, if ypu want FQ tal).c b-qsip~§S 'Yitfl pie there is 1lQ i+se twenty ~inutes to get out of .the Gulch. I have engin.eered
fetching him with you."
suc~.cases before, and I know Just how to go about it."
"Qh, yes1 t}l,ere is," .sp~ke up Wi~d. "I h.ai:JPen to l}av,e tl~e
W .J..Q.. knew it :would n..ot t~ke mo~e than half an .hour to
!~test :nap or these.. d. ig_Jpp~, ~IJ.q /. .~!Il gomg tq }}.eJp °M.Ql.'1'JS settle the quest10n,: and as. he believe~ that ~Wlll).S had
filld out where hi1> In~~ i!l. '':fl}.at i§ <:>ne bram::h .Qf the bui~ines1> real!Y bren encr.oac).mig @f!.yily .o n Mprns, lfe decided to sethe lrns with you."
tle it right away.
Jhe fp.ce of ~aw~ins up:ned 1!·5h,e p.
"Go and get the ,~ea,sure,'1 he said to the uncle of the Girl
. You-you get off p:!Y prqw:rtyl INYI" hg .ejhcll1-~med, pj.ck- ~f Gol.~r-n Gukf,.
get my papers, an.d we won't be long .
m9, up a shov~l! ~s thougp. IJe J..11e.ant to 9trHrn him.
in Jindm.g oi;~··
•
.
. ~hy,.what is t).1e m;:ttj;er1 my frjepd!?!' ;asked Wild, sJ..TiilMl right, was the r~ply, aiid away went the miner 1n a
mg m his cool and easy way. "You haven!t gqp.e &uddep.ly very happy frame of mmd.
crazy, I nope.'"
..
.
'.
' ..
Wild soon got Ch;a.rie anc;l Jim to come with him, and meet'~orr· s took the boy by .the firip.·
in!:' Morrl:s down near No. 1 claim, they started in to measure
Come over Jlere/ he sai.Q. !J:):i.i.(i j$ iny 1m:r#.c~·ty.1•
Qfi t)+e distance.
He led hirµ ~bo~t thi,:ty feet frpl')l the m,qpj;~1 of t}}~ sl}R.ft
01.J.r h,ero kept a tab on the figures. with a pencil and paper.
~m the clai~1 of Rawlins, }Vhere t\.yo Qjg §ta,k;~s \Yei;e dr~y.e11 and when they fi~ally got to the claim owned by Morris they
m the ground.
.
found that Rawlms had encroa,c):ied fully thirty feet on him .
. RawHps fogoweli them, actil).g ?>s th<:,i:qgfl. l;.e ha4 i>CPl:'~~l a
Ht! carefully marked tht: ex~ct ~pot where the stakes were
victory.
to go_, and then told Morns to shift thepi.
"Yo11'U be spn7 ygu ~at ap.y ~p.e tq interfcn:<:i, ~forril!," he
This wai>. soon done.
.
said, savagely. 'If yqu <1,ol}'t ,<;cm1e to t~rm;o qy ~!Jim.et you
As Rawh;ns lui.d gpne tQ .his sl}anty, he was not tJiere to see
know wl:).at will h~pppn."
the result of the measunn~.
·"1'.'.es, T know, 6scar R~wljru>." wa;; ti'!e nmly. ''.But I'm . But t)'ie Jl~ppY mip.er lc~ew wl).ere hi:i was, f~r he had seen
comm' ter t.ep:n,5 i·ii;}it l).W~Y· )fo~rng Wi!.d W¢.st js gojn' tel' him go to his, shanty, which wa.s t}).e be~t-loo~g one jn the
pay yer ther iµ,oney 1 owl'! yer. I'ye f,9µn~j ii. friend, an' a whole camp.
.
.
.
,good one, too. Je;it fetch qut 11H~/.' pq,mii:t> Yei: h.o).cJ ,a.gin me,
Our ~1ero and his partners accompanied him to the shanty.
an' hurry up about it."
/
R~wlms met them at the door.
The vilil}inpu;; miper tu1'frnd f!a!fi.' tJ1ap p,<;fQrtl w)le11 these
"Here are th,e papew," he sai~ to Mo_rris. "If you have got
words floated 'to his ears.
the money we U settle the busmesi;; l'lght away."
"Wh;i.-w}1at .do y.oµ mmi.n fl!' 1/e q~f;P/3,q.
"I hav~ t~e money for him/ Wild ~swered, and then he
','He means Just wl)<i-t hll sii.y~,' lipq~g UP. WiJ4. "fu is stepped. msicle the shanty, w~thout bemg asked. .
gog1g to paf" y.Qu wh:}t hf.l owes ypµ, Pl'°P.lliPal im.d interest.
Ji.11wh!ls was very humple .mst tlien.
Anii th.e_n v.·F ~te ffqil}':' tp fin,cl 9µt -w'111;rn t)le lJpe betYl;een WHd :r;nade Mqrris loqk. Qver the papers carefullf. and when
yoµr cl.a~pis is.. If yp;q liave b~.e:g wvp;:t;;pi}'l~· op him yon will he pr?nou.nced them all right h~ read therp. over himsel.f.
pay hanqllOJ:)1f:!l¥ for it1 %P.d. dqp. 1p :y9u fqpgpt it, M:r. RawHm;!
Satisfj.e,d tha;t there was n.otl~ing- wrong, h.e calmly took the
I hear you have l.Ji;:en. posm8.' ;as l'J. v~ry good man her!l in money from his pocket and paid it. over.
.
Golde~ ~\l.kh, al).d if it .happllIJ.!> .to j:Je Provei;I t!iat you <J,re
It was nqt lJ.~cessary for a receipt, as the papers sufficed
a hypos:r~tlcal si:ov?}/1rel y 0 µ are )i.#eLy tp ~et //. noo;>e arol)nd for tha~, one ofdthem bemg a note for the a.mount.
your neck. Do you u!}fiersiand wlj.at I §av 7•1
Manis refuse tq tal.rn the papers.
.
RawFns qµivei·e4 likffil I'!- s~m)i11g ip 'lo p:~Je of wj!fd for a
"You,, keep _'em, Young Wild Wes.t, until I pay yer ther
couple of seconds.
money, pe said.
?'hep.
be qi.i9'eq hi13 s}).qvel and i;nrlJ..ng toymrd the qpy.
.. "All ri~ht," ap.sw~re4 oqr hero, DlJtti:qg them in his pockets.
1
Drop that shovel, Rawlins!"
I rec)rnn t}f;i.t wo11 t pe very long, fqr wl}en Rawlins settles
Wild had his revolv~r from the holster, ang cqverfl).g the w~th Y.QU f.q r the Pay-di:rt he hflS dug out pf your daim you
man in a jiffy.
·· · · '
will have a great deal more than three thousand dollars. I
Rawlins 'stop:ped.
am :pretty certain of that, for I potis:ed a little while ago that
"If YOLl feel' l'ke dying, cqrp.e on al}d hit at me with that he h:l;s rup. the sh~ft righ~ over on your claim. If he hfl.s been
shovel! Drop it, I say!"
working at the foot of ~t th~ d-qst he has p,een taking out
Tl)..udl
belonged to you."
Tl~€ shovel fell to the ground withottt any ful't)l~r delay.
"I never took an ounce of. dtJst anyw~ere but fro~ my
"~ow, thi::n, 1.1:r. Morris, wnile he is getting the papers own property," declared. the d1scomfite~ miner. "I'll sticj{ by
reiJ:f:i.Y, we '.YJll se.e about your claim,'' QUl' hera observed.
my map tJl I .find out chfferent. Then if I find out I'm wrong
He unfold~cl the map he had obtain.ad before he started I'll make good, and not befor~."
for Golde11 Gulch, ap.d wP,.fle the discomfit.ed miner $tood look- · ''I gues.s tbis map i.s correct," remarked our hero, as he
ipg at tlJem, l.ocated the claim lJPP,11 it.
showed hun the one he had. ''Just glance . over it and see if
"f,Iere :vpu are!" Wild exclaimed. "This is yours, and you don't think so."
'
this is E1twlin$'. His is No. 18 apd No. l~. Why. jt is very
"It looj;:s all right," admitted the ras,eally fellow. "But
easy to find just where the li)}e is. Start frorµ claim No. 1 that don't go to say that it is all right, though."
and measure the d~i;t/,l.nS:e."
·
"This iµap is correct i).1 every detail. We have measured
''I Tdn bolTer a tape-measui:e, I rtck.on," :;i.nswei:ed Mo:r;ris. off the distance it calls for, and find that you are thirty feet
"Well, just get it. Hl sitperintend the m!'lasµring and l'll on Monis. Claim No. 17 is not occupied; neither is claim
gu:n·p.ntce tl1at it is correct, too."
N'1. 20. That gii.ve you a chance to work your thieving
''I've got the latest map of these claims,1' spoke up Raw- scheme. Jt would have been cl.is.covered, though, if any one
lif1s. ".'fhere ;;i.in't rio us~ in goin 1 to the tuouple of measurin' had cmne alon.g and taken either of the claims. You may as
em. The line is right as it is staked out."
well acknowledge yourself beaten, Rawlins, for if you fight
"~tJt Jl[r. Moni& do1+'t think it is,'' reto.rt~d Wild, "and as it ottt you will surely get tµ e worst of it, and probably you
I am going to let him hav;e the woney tQ, pay you what !lE! will have an empty barrel. kickeq from under your feet in
owes you, I want to know JUSt wn1n-e th!il liyp js. 'l'hgt i;; no the encl." .
more than right, I thi»k.'•
'
·
The miner trembled like a leaf,
CHAPTJ~m
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He knew it was all up with him, and the best thing he could
do was to settle as soon as possible.
"Well Morris," he said, "I'm willin' ter settle, rather than
have any trouble. How much do you want?"
"Oscar Rawlins, you know very well that you have taken
thousands of dollars' worth of stuff from the part of the
claim right next to the last line you made," was the reply.
"You have made a small fortune right there. But I'll be easy
with you. I'll take twenty thousand dollars and call it
square, or I'll sell my claim to you for fifty thousand."
"Whew!" gasped the villain. "You're hard on me, Morris."
"No, he isn't," said Wild, calmly. "You had better hurry
up and make up your mind what you are going to do before
he raises the price."
"I'll buy the claim!"
"Good! You know just what it is worth, and if Morris is
satisfied I am."
Poor Morris could scarcely believe the evidence of his own
senses.
He looked like one just awakened from a dream.
"I'm satisfied ter take ther fifty thousand an' turn ther
claim over ter yer right now," he said.
"All right. Come on down to ther store, an' we'll settle it.
If I got into trouble I was innocent in it, and to show that
I mean to do the right thing I'll buy you out. That's the way
of all honest men."
Cheyenne Charlie laughed loudly at this.
"The1·e ain't no more honesty in you than there is in a
lame coyote!" he exclaimed. "It sounds good, but there's a
reason fur it. You're afraid of bein' strung up by ther boys, I
reckon."
The man did not think it wise to. make any reply, but went
into another part of the shanty and came out with a bag of
gold and a big roll of bills.
"Here is the money," he said. "Come on. The storekeeper
is a notary public, so the business can be done in a jiffy."
They all went over to the store without delay.
Then in less than an hour from the time Wild had gone
over to the claim with Morris the deal was closed.
Morris promptly gave Wild back his money, and he wanted
to make him a substantial present, but the boy refused it.
"That's all right, Morris," he said. "I am very glad I have
been able to help you out of your trouble. I still believe that
Rawlins has got much the best of you, but since you are
satisfied it is all right."
"I am more than satisfied, for now I can stake out a new
claim and start over again. I have got a nice little nest-egg
to fall back on now, too."
"Take my advice and get that money to a ban'k as soon
as possible."
"I mean to do that, all right. I'll ship the most of it when
the stage-coach goes out to-morrow morning."
"Well, go and tell your wife about it. She is no doubt anxious as to how you have been making out."
"That's right. And won't Meta be glad! The poor girl
didn't want ter marry Rawlins, an' one time I was almost
goin' ter coax her to, jest ter git out of ther trouble I was in."
Morris started for his shanty and our friends went on back
to their camp.
The girls were delighted when they heard how the uncle
of the girl had won out, and they were talking about it something like fifteen minutes later when Morris came hurriedly
into the camp.
"Ain't Meta here?" he asked, as he came up and looked
around.
"Why, no," answered A1ietta. "We haven't seen her since
she left here with you and Wild when you started to go over
and see the rascally fellow, Rawlins."
. "Well, that's funny. She ain't been home since she left
ther shanty with me an' Young Wild West, ter come here."
"What!" cried Wild. "Then something must have happened
to her."
"What could have happened to ther gal?" asked Morris,
turning pale.
"Maybe that galoot of a Monte Mack has been botherin'
her," suggested Cheyenne Charlie.
Wild thought that might be the case, too, but he did not
say so just then.
"We'll hunt for her," he said quietly. "Come on, boys."
But a search of the mining camp failed to reveal anything
of Meta, and it soon spread through the camp that the Girl
of Golden Gulch was missinir.

CHAPTER VIII.
HOP AND MONTE MACK AGAIN,

Monte Mack knew he had taken a desperate chance when
he undertook to abduct the Girl of Golden Gulch.
If he was caught in the act it would be all up with him.
But the villain was used to taking desperate chances, and
he was not afraid to go ahead in this game.
He, like many other men of his stamp, thought that a
woman's love could be gained oy force.
Such a thing. has never been accomplished, and it never will
be as long as the human race exists.
Fear is one thing and love is another.
As soon as the gil'l's head was covered with a blanket the
three villains removed their masks.
"Now, boys," said Monte Mack, "if it happens that we are
caught we must say that we found the girl in a fainting condition, and that we a1·e simply taking her home. Sl>e might
deny it, but I guess we can manage to win out by the statement. Walt, I want you to take her to the cave, if you can
possibly get there with her. She has fainted now, and you
can easily do it, as far as she is concerned. Take pains to
treat her kindly when you get there, do you understand?"
"All right, Captain Monte," replied the man, who had the
girl on the horse with him.
Meta Monis had indeed fainted.
The suddenness of the thing had been sufficient to unnerve
her, and the fact that she was being cartied off by three
masked villains caused her to give way to her feelings, and,
like the majority of those of her sex, she fainted.
Probably it was the best thing that could have happened
to her, for terror would have but made it worse for her.
When she came to she might be resting somewhere, and
then the hoHor of it all would be partly worn off.
Monte Mack turned and rode back, followed by the other
horsemen, leaving Walt, as he called him, to proceed to the
hidden quarters of the gang with the helpless girl.
The wily leader of the road agents was working hard to
escape suspicion when it became known that the girl was
m issing.
The two rode back to the saloon they had stopped at during the night.
It happened that the villains did not stop at the one place,
because they could not be accommodated.
Fresno had gone to the place that had not been visited until last by them, and he, with three others, had put up there.
He had appeared on horseback just about the time Monte
Mack wanted him, and with him were two of the others.
The leader of the band of scoundrels had taken one of the
horses and hastened to the spot where the girl might be met.
The two rode back to the saloon, and then Monte Mack
turned the horse over to the man it belonged to.
"I l ike a little ride in the morning before I eat breakfast,"
he said so the landlord of the place and those idling about
could hear it. "There is nothing like exercise for a fellow
who don't work very hard."
"That's right,'' answered the man who ran the place, grinning and rubbing his hands. "I reckon it would do me good
if I took a little exercise every mornin'. But I don't have
ther time. I have ter work night an' day, almost. If I leave
my man in charge somebody's apt ter skin him, an' if he
don't git skinned he robs me. So what's ther use? I've got
ter be on hand about all ther time."
His hired help happened to be right there, and he only
laughed and winked at the gambler and his companions.
"I guess I'll have that breakfast you was bragging so much
about now,'' said Monte Mack, as he entered the place and
walked to the rear room that was called the dining-room.
It really was a kitchen, but that made little difference to
the general run of the patrons.
There was a long table there, and benches to sit upon and
that was all that was required.
'
The food they had dished out to them was the main thing.
The other two men had already breakfasted, so the leader
went in and sat down alone.
He was paying well for what he got, so the landlord did
not sting him any.
While Monte Mack was enjoying his breakfast, who should
come along but Hop, the Chinaman.
He stepped into the saloon, of course, for he thought he
had a sort of claim on the place, iu fact.
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Monte Mack now started in to try and win the money.
Anyhow, he knew that he was pretty safe, since every one
"Do you know what a yard is?" he asked, looking at Hop.
now knew that he was Young Wild West's Chinaman.
"Me no undelstand," was the reply.
When Monte Mack came out to buy a cigar to aid the di"You could step a yard If you tried, couldn't you?"
Hop stood at the bar, lookgestion of his late breakfast,
•
"Oh, me undelstand."
ing dreamily at a half-filled glass.
"Well, about how far is a yard?"
Hop had not paid for the drink yet, and the clerk was
Hop kept his finger right where it was and reached out
standing there, waiting for him to produce.
"Hello, heathen!" cried the gambler, as he recognized him. with the other hand about the distance he, thought it was.
"That is pretty near it, I guess," said the gambler, not
"What are you trying to do, go to sleep?"
"Me t'inkee 'boutee my velly nicee home in China, allee showing the least sign of disappointment or letting him know
samee," answered Hop, as he lifted the glass to his lips and what he was driving at.
He really was trying to make the Chinaman raise his finger
swallowed the contents; "me velly muchee happy in . China,
from the . bar before he thought, and the first .attempt had
so be."
"Is that so? You are pretty happy anywhere, if I am a failed.
But he went right on.
judge. Say, where did you learn to be so smart with cards,
"Give us a drink," he said to the man in charge.
anyhow?"
Hop smiled and quietly used his left hand to pour out the
"My uncle in China showee me allee tlicks in um cards, so
liquor.
be."
The 2'ambler did the same.
"Get out! Don't try to fool with me, heathen. You are
.,
a card-sharp. and I know it."
As the Chinaman raised the glass to his lips Monte Mack
Hop thought a moment.
"H17 learnee how play pokee in um 'Flisco Sunday school," called out suddenly:
"Look out! There's a fly in your glass!"
he said, slowly, as though trying to recollect.
"Allee light; me dlink um fiy, allee samee," was the calm
Monte Mack was so much elated at what he had accomplished a short t' me before that he really bore the Celestial rejoinder, and down his throat went the liquor.
"Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee,"
no ill will other than that he was anxious to get back the
obsel'Ved the Chinaman, as he put the empty glass on the
money he had lost to him.
bar. "He got in um saloon in Pekin one nicee day, and he
d · k"
th
"FI
ave ano er rm , said he. "I don't mind treating a callee for um nicee lillee dlinkee. Bad man comee in and
fellow who is smarter than I am with the cards, whether he say him holdee up um hands! My uncle no holdee up um
is a Chinaman or a Hindoo."
"Me have lillee tanglefoot," answered Hop, who was wait- hands; he keepee um finger light on um bar, so be."
"I understand. You are just like your uncle; you are going for some sort of a proposition, he knowing that the man
ing to keep your finger right on the bar?"
must want to get square with him.
"Yes, lat light, Misler Monte Mack~"
He poured out his drink and drank to the good health of
"And you won't take it up till I do?"
tha gambler, and then he observed:
"No; me no takee up till Misler Monte Mack do. Me velly
"You allee samee velly smartee Melican man, so be."
"Never mind telling me anything like that, for I know muchee smartee; allee samee my uncle in China."
Hop now treated.
you are makin« fun of me," was the reply. "I know you like
They each drank, and then he handed a bill to the bara book now. .I wouldn't bet against anything you proposed.
But I would hke to get a chance to get back the money you tender.
The change he received he left lying on the counter before
won from me, though."
him.
"Allee light; me likee play."
"You don't know it, heathen, but your finger is bleeding on
"Oh. I am not go'ng to ulay an:v g-ame. But I will go you
the end," said Monte Mack, suddenly.
.
a hundred on sometlling that is fair and square."
"Lat allec light; let um bleed," was the grinning reply.
"Whattee lat?"
The gambler began to whistle now.
"Bartender, got a piece of chalk?" asked Monte Mack.
He found that it would take something more than an ordi"I reckon I have." was the reply, and the chalk was
nary catch to make the Chinaman lift his finger.
promptly handed over.
He tried to think of something, keeping on whistling as he
Then the gambler made two small rings on the bar. one in
front of Hop and the other before where he stood himself. did so.
Hop rema·ned at his post, smiling and looking around the
"Put your finger in that ring-," he said, with a smile.
room.
"'Vhattec for. allee samee ?" asked the Chinaman.
There was not much to see there, but he seemed to be very
"Go ahead. You uut your fing-er in that ring, and I'll put
mine :n this one. I'll bet you a hundred dollars that you take much interested just then.
But Monte Mack did not follow his gaze.
your finger up first."
He was not going to give the Celestial a chance to take him
"You .makee shootee, so be."
"No, nothing like that. It is simply a test of who can keep by surprise and win "the bet.
It was a game that was entirely new to Hop, but he had
his finger on the bar the longest. If you g-et tired and lift
your finger you lose, or if you foriret yourself and lift it you already figured out a way that w1mld make him win.
Of course it might fail, but he depended on it just the
lose. If you are forced to lose it by anv one pushing or interfering with you that will not count. This is a square deal. same.
"Me feel allee samee Lllee dly," he said, suddenly.
I will simply talk to you and try to make you forget about
"Is that so? Well, we'll have another drink, then," and
the bet, and you can do the same to me."
with his left hand Monte Mack put a five-dollar gold-piece on
"Oh, me undelstand. Me takee um bet, allee samee."
.
Hop quickly produced a hundred dollars and placed it in the bar.
Then they both used their left hands to pour out the liquor
the hands of the bartender.
rand lift it to their mouths.
Monte Mack smiled and quickly followed suit.
It was evident that he thought he had the .clever Chinaman t The bartender put the change on the bar about half way
between.
this time.
That which had been given to Hop before lay there yet,
Bu~ he .wa~ up against the greatest proposition he had ever
right in front of him.
met m his life.
.
.
"' "Are you ready?" he asked.
As he sat the glass clown he calmly reached ou.t w:ith his
"Yes, me leady," was the reply.
left hand and pulled both lots of change toward him.
"Put your finger inside the ring then"
"Hold on!" cried the i;ambler, lifting his finger from the
·
'
"Allee light."
Then they both put down the forefingers of their right bar and grabbing- the Chinaman's wrist; "part of that change
is mine, I guess!"
hands.
"Allee lii;ht! Me win um bet, allee samee."
The bartender grinned.
Monte Mack had forgotten himself.
"Thar's ther blamedest bet I ever seen made," he said. "I
Once more he had been beaten at his own g-ame.
reckon it'll be a long time afore it's settled. Yer might stand
"It is all right,'' he said. "I am simply a common ordithere all day."
'
.
"Me no stay allee day,'' Hop assured him, with a bland nary fool! I shan't say another word."
Hop took the money and slid out of the place.
mnile. "Me havee get back allee samee putty soonee.''
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"Well, it is not a very strong one, a:nd it might implicate a well-known man in the camp."
"That should not make any difference. Give me the clue
WILD IS ON TllE RIGJIT TRACK,
yoµ }).ave fou;nd, and if I t)link it worth while I Will go to
work on it."
Hop was back at the camp before Wpd and his partners
"Well, if }'QU tip.d out who th.e m~n is who tried ~o force
returned, after settling the business for Morris.
the girl to consent to becgme his wife maybe you will have
When he heard that the Girl of Golden Gulch was missing 11n idea what to do."
he decided to hunt for her, too.
"Oh," and the young deadshot laughed. "I know all
He was clever enough to do something, too, for he had suc- about that, since I was right there. Oscar Rawlins did not
ceeded in such cases before.
13teal the girl, for I happened to be talking with him at the
very time she must have .disappeared."
But Wild was on the move now.
"Well, if he cUd not do it himself he could have had
H~ made up his mind to fipd out if any of the gang belongmg to Monte Mack's crowd wefe missing.
somebody else to do it fo1· him, could:q't he?"
W)th Cheyenne Charlie he made the tour of the camp, stop"Yes; there is something in tpat 1 IJll admit. Still I d<;in't
ping at all three of the saloons and at the store.
believe Rawlins had anything more to do with it than I di~.'1
"Yqu don't, eh? W el!, just try and prove you are mis"You are sure that there were eight men With Monte Mack
.
when he came in the Sure Strike Hotel last night, eh, Char- taken I'll try and find the girl myself."
"I thiijk you could do it, if you tried very hard," said Wild
lie?" observed our hero, as they stood in front of the place
the gambler was in, after making a thoJ."Qugh search.
. ·
significantly.
"Yes, 1'11 gamble on that!" was the reply. "I looked at all
Monte Mack paid no attention to this.
their faces, too, an' yer kin bet your life I know every one
He did not want to get in any more rows with the ChamI see of 'em! There's two of them eight men missinl from pion Deadshot of the West.
this camp. We know what happened ter op.e of 'em, but
Experieµce had taught him that the boy should be let
where ther other galoot is . we qpn't know."
alone.
"Well, I make it just as you Sl!-Y, Charlie. Now, then, we
Between Young Wild West and his clever Chinaman,
must try and find the other galoot, for where he is the Girl Monte Mack had fared pretty bad sin.ce he came to Golden
of the Golden Gulch most likely will be founq."
Gulch.
"Do yer think so, Wild?" the scout asked. ·
The villain now went out of the saloon and got h:s
"Yes. The fact that Monte Mack tried to kiss the girl last horse.
night makes me think that he is responsible for her di$apWild was apparently watching the miner who was then
pearance. Of course he would not go away with her him- drawing up a placard to post and announce that a reward
self; that would put suspicion on him, and then he would would be paid for the return of the Girl of Golden Gulch,
hardly. dare to show up here agajn. Now t:4e thing for us safe and sound, to the mining camp.
to do is to watch these fellows, apd if any of them attempt
But he kept an eye on him, as well as the men he knew
to leave the mining camp they must be followj'!d. Do you to be his friends.
understand ? "
In- less than five minutes after Monte Mack went out
"Yes, I reckon I do."
Fr~11no, his' lieutenant, and' two of the other$ followed.
"All right, then. Now YOll go and get Ji;m, and the two of
Five minutes later the rest went.
you ride out on the trail and watch for the galoots. I am
Our hero ·did not attempt to follow them right away.
confident that some of them will leave pretty soon. If l\ionte
lfe knew very well that Charlie and Jim would take care
Mack has really sent the girl to som(o! hiding place he will of that part of it.
1
want to go there himself before long, most likely.''
When they haq all gone out Wild walked over to the end
"That's so. Well, I'll go an' git Jjm, an' we'll go out ahead of the bar, where the man in charge was waiting to fill any
of 'em. Yer kin bet your ife we'll find out where they go, order he might receive.
·
if any of 'em comes along."
"See here," the boy said, looking at the fellow keenly,
The scout started at once for the camp and Wild went into "I want you to answer a question. I guess you are enough
tha saloon.
interested in the girl to want to see her found?"
Monte Mack was taking thing$ coll)iortable, his chair tipped
"You bet I am," was the quick retort. "Everybody likes
•
back and his feet on a table.
ther Gal of Golden Gulch. I'll do anything I kin ter find
'fhe six men bt!longing to the gang he led were there, too, her. What is it yer want ter know?"
the most of them gathered near him.
"Have the men who just weiit out been here all the mornThere were several miners jn the place, too, and one of ing?"
them was trying to collect money to offer for a reward for
"Putty much, I reckon. They pidn't all stay here over
the man who found the · Girl qf Golden Gulch.
nili\ht, but them what didn't come along putty early."
When Wild entered he showed him the piece of paper
'Monte Mack stayed here all night, didn't he?"
that contained the names of those who bad contributed, with
"Yes.''
the amounts set opposite.
"Has he been out this morning?"
He had raised over two hundred dollars in less than ten
"Yes, he went out afore he had his breakfast."
minutes, and when Wild handed over another hundred and
"How long was he gone?"
put down his name, the miner gave a whoop of satisfaction.
"lfot more'n fifteen 1!1inutes 1 I should say."
Our hero looked over the list and found that Monte Mack
"About what time was it?"
had subscribed fifty dollars.
"Somewhere around seven o'clock, I should say."
He hai1'1ed the paper back to the man, and then turning
','Ahl"
to the gambler observed:
"Do yer think he had so~ethin' ter do with it?" asked
"You seemed to be interested in finding the girl you in- the bartender, showing no little surprise.
"Well yes I do."
sulted last night, Monte Mack.''
"If h~ did: he must have done il; putty quick, fur he wasn't
"Why shouldn't I be," was the calm reply. "I owned up
that I made a mistake when I stopped her last night, and gone very long.''
"But one of his gang has been gone a good while though.''
that goes to show that I meant no harm. I want to see her
"I donlt know nothin' about that."
found and returned to her home, of course. Every honest
man ought to feel that way."
And it was evident that he did not either, for he had
"That's right. Every honest man ought to feel that way. been in the saloon all the morning since he had relieved the
Well, I'll just give it out right here that I am going to be boss and what went on outside he could hardly have any
·
the one to find the Girl of Golden Gulch. And I am going to kno~ledge of.
Our hero soon left the place and walked up to the camp.
give back the money that is being subscribed for a reward,
On the way he saw several of the miners mounted and ridtoo, so you will get your fifty dollars back.''
"I hope you do find her, Young Wild West. If I had the ing out of the Gulch.
"They are going to make a good search, I guess," he
least idea where to look for her I would go out hunting for
her myself. But I am a stranger here, and so I don't know thought. "But what is the use, unless a fellow knqws
anything about the gulch or its surroundings. I got a clue about where to look? Why, the mountainside i$ full of
hj.di):l.g places. If the girl is f?und i:o. one of then}. i~ )Vill
a little while ago that might help in finding the girl.''
be mo:rA py ,.ccid~11t th~ !1-llvthip.g el11e/1
"Why don't you ista~ to work on th~ clue then 1"
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When he arrived at the camp h~ found Horace Morris ' He stood there for a full minute, looking up and doWl
the ravine, hoping to see his pari"Ilers appear.
and his wife there.
Just as he was going to leave and move on further iJ
The poor woman was almost frenzied with grief at what
his search a stifled scream rang out.
had happened.
It came from he knew not where, but he was satisfiec
Right on top of the good luck that had befallen her husthat it had been uttered by a female.
band her pretty niece had been spirited away.
Young Wild West crouched close to the vines and lisIt really was hard for the woman to bear.
The girl was cheering her, however, by assuring her that tened.
Meta would surely be found.
"Hop, get my horse ready." said Wild calmly. "I guess
CHAPTER X.
it won't take long to find the girl. Jim and Charlie are
MONTE MACK MAKES A CLEVER (?) RESCUE.
no doubt on the tra] now."
Monte Mack knew it was not safe for him to make for
The boy seemed to be so confident that Mrs. Morris bethe hidden cave jtist then, but somehow he could not help
C2.me quieted.
from doin~ so.
"I'll go with you," said Morris.
"No," replied the boy. ''I tell you what you can do. Take
After he had made up his mind on this point he told
your wife and ou1· gfrls over to your shanty. It may not his menf who had overtaken him about half a mile out on
be safe to leave them here. Hop, you and Wing break camp the trni , to go on and make out that they were looking
and go over to the shanty with Mr. Morris. Put up the for the missing girl, with the exception of one.
The one was Fresno.
tents right near the shanty and have things in proper shape
"You come with me,'' he said. "I guess w:e can manage
when I come back."
The Chinaman nodded, and then the miner gave in to our to get to the cave all right. I am anxious to see how the
Girl of the Golden Gtilch takes it."
hero's judgment.
One thing about the outlaw gang, they always did just
A few minutes later Wild was riding out for the Esmeas thefr leader told them.
ralda Trail.
So they rode out along the trail, and when they came to
There was not a soul in sight now, since those who had
gone out to hunt for the missing girl were well out of town the place where it had to be left in ordex to reach the ravine
Monte Mack called a halt.
by this tim e.
"Boys," said he, speaking loud enough for anybody to
The dashing young deadshot warited to find his partners
hear him, in case th.e re was any one spying on them, "we
as soon as poss'ble.
He knew tl:at they would try and leave a trail that he want to have the honor of finding this lost girl if we can.
We are strangers here, and it will make us solid with the
co·.1.ld follow in case they left il11J regul::tx waii;on trail.
He rode on at a ii:allop and when about a mile outside people of Golden Gulch if we do. I think that rich niiner
the mining camo he slowed clown and began to look out for they call Rawlins is at the bottom of this business. He
has probably got some of his men to take the gil'l away,
so:--'e traces of Charlie ai'id Jim.
He nllowed his sniendid sorrel stallion to go at a walk and it is quite likely she is hidden somewhexe close by the
nffw, thoug-h the spfrit~d animal seemed inclined to move at Gulch. You can! split off in pairs and look for her. Fresno
and myself will go this way; you can go anyway you like."
a fa.ster gait.
The men understood what he meant, and they promptly
But Wild had him well trai11erl. and it w::is ouite easy
left, and a minute or so later struck out in pail's as though
fo1· him to make the steed do as he wanted hi.m to.
He knew that it was quite likely that some of the vil- they were in earnest about hunting for the girl.
It was quite a clever move on the part of Monte Mack,
lains would /:'.O to the place where the l!irl was, if Monte
J\.fack really was responsible for the disappearance of the fox. thoug·h he did not know it, there were two within
s'ght and hearing cf him when he gave his instructions.
girl.
The scout and Dart had carried out their part of the
He kent on this way for nearly a · mile.
Then 'he suddenly noticed a small piece . of rag hanging pxogramme admixably.
They had been lucky enough to halt in a place where
from a bur:;h at the side of the trail.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, with a nod of satisfaction, "I guess they could watch all who passed along the trail, and without being seen themselves.
that was put there for ' ne. I'll go this way."
As soon as the gang was out of sight they rode up to
There was no hoof-prints there, since the ground was
too hard and stony to show them. and t~e boy promptly dis- the spot where Monte Mack and his men had disappeared
in the bushes.
rr 011nted antl led his hoTSe into the shruhbexy.
J !m quietly took a piece from the lining of his coat apd
Then it was that he soon found evidences of some one
it to a bush.
tied
·
having passed that way.
"That will let Wild know whexe we have gone," he whisThe bushes were to1·n and broken in places,
pered.
Wild was on the rkht tnH'k. and the next minute he
"That's xight." replied the scout. "I was jest thinkin' of
came to the mouth of the little ravine where the secret some way ter let him know which way we went."
·
qu.:u-ters of the villainous g-ang was located.
They started after the two villains and soon caine to the
He did not mount even then, for h e could see the hoofpr;nts in plenty now, and some of them were perfectly fresh ravine.
As luck would have ·it, they wel'e just in time to catch
ones.
sight ' of them as they went under the hanging vines and
"I guei's I ~. rn on the ri•,.ht tn:ck now/' he muttered. "Hello, b ec01ne lost to view.
a ccup:ll of horses, f'h ?"
"This is what I call fin e !" exclaimed the scout, with a
Sure enoun:h. he suddc:nly beheld two horses standing half low chuckle. "We've got 'em, Jim. Monte ;Mack has got
coi< cealed behind some small trees.
ther gal in thexe, an' yer kin bet your l ;f~ on it!"
Leavinp- his own horse standing right there, the boy pushed
"I guess you're xight, Chaxlie,'' was the reply. "We will
hi.~ way to the spot.
leave the horses right here and go aftel'.' them. One thing
'i'h8 horses were those of Clw:rlie arid Jim.
we know for sure! There are not many of the gang in
Wild w::us not greatly surprised when he found th is to be there."
th<' case.
"That's xight, .Tim."
"'f'hey must be somewhere about,'' he thoug-ht: "'¥ell,
They hid the hornes as best they could and then made
I'll leave Spitfire here, too, and then go and hunt them up." for the spot where the two men had di sappeared.
He went back and got his horse and led him to the place
Both Charlie and Jim weTe determined to go ahead now,
where the two were. ·
and if the Girl of Golden Gulch was xeally behind the vines
Then he set about to find the footprints of his partners.
they meant to fetch her out.
The ground being very soft in some places, he had no
They reached the place, and then when the scout took
trcuble in picking them out.
the risk of lifting the vines he vexy soon found that there
He followed them through the ravine until he came to was an open space back of them.
He listened and could heax low voices from somewhere.
the very spot ·where the mouth of the cave was hidden by
Charlie was nothing if not daxing.
tho overhanging vlnes.
He nodded to Jim and then crept in under the vines.
But as the1·e were trn.cks that went right on past this
His feet had not disappeared from view when Jim folspot, it never once occurred to \Vild that there was a cave
lowed.
there.
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. It was dar~ in the cave near the entrance, though some . If he was not dreaming, it was Young Wild West who
was approaching.
light w~s admitted between the hanging vines.
And that wc..s just who it was, for Wild had no sooner
But it was not enough to any more than make objects
discernible.
heard the scream than he made a quick examination of
the hanging vines and discovered the opening.
On~e inside the cave the two felt more confident.
As his partners had done but a few minutes before, he
Noiselessly they crept along, keeping close to the right
side of the earthe:ii wall of the cave.
took the l'isk of entering.
As he neared the two, who wel'e now waiting for him,
Th~n they were able to distinguish three horses.
This was pretty good evidence that there was not more hoping to warn him to keep quiet in time, he held his rethan three of the men there.
volver ready for business.
He was within a few feet of them before Charlie wh:sCharlie and Jim felt better still when they came to that
conclusion.
pered:
"Easy, Wild!"
They m?ved around a little further and then caught sight
.
The young deadshot understood right away.
of the mam part of the cave, where it was quite light.
The next minute he was in full view of the three v1 1'l.'hen they saw !donte Mack and two of his men standing
close to the openmg that led into the blind fissure at the lains and being hurriedly acquainted with the facts.
back of the cave.
When Jim said, "They are going to make the girl think
"You say the girl has been pretty quiet, eh, Walt?" they they are rescuing her!" he understood it all.
Monte Mack and his two companions now stepped back,
heard the gambler ask one of the men..
"Yes," was the reply. "She come to right after I got and were so close to the three that it seemed as 1.houg-h
her here. I put my mask on, so she don't know who I am." they must see them.
But they did not, and the next moment they began jumpMonte Mack now lowered his voice.
"Boys," said he, "we must make her think that Rawlins ing about the cave, making a great deal of noise.
Then they all rushed for the dummy, firing at it as they
~s responsible for this. It' has just occurred to me. Then
if we find that Young Wild West or any of the rest are did so.
It was quite a piece of acting, and while it was going on
shoving us too hard I'll be the one to rescue her and I'll
take her back to the gulch. I reckon that would be a good our friends were laughing.
scheme anyhow."
"The fools!" Wild whispered. "But let them go ahead.
They can start off for the Gulch with the girl, and we will
"Couldn't be beat!" declared Fresno.
Monte Mack appeared to be very much elated over the overtake them. I guess we will let Monte Mack think he
•
idea that had come to him all at once.
is a clever fellow for a while. It will be all the more of a
Charlie was itching to spring out and surprise them but surprise when we nip him if we do."
'
Jim held him back.
When they had done firing, and had overturned the dummy,
"Wait," the boy whispered. "Don't spofl the fun. If Wild Monte Mack called out in a loud tone:
"Where are you? We have cleaned the villains out. I
was here he would let them go the limit, just for the fun
of the thing. If Monte Mack wants to make out that he guess Mr. Rawlins will know something now! He won't have
rescues the girl let him go on."
another girl abducted very soon. Where are you?"
"Here!" came the answer from the corner where the girl
"Jest as you say," retorted the scout, who was always
ready to give in.
was held a prisoner.
The leader of the gang made a rush there and found her.
Monte Mack now went to a box and brought out a bottle
,
of liquor.
He quickly severed her bonds, and, taking her arm, led
He sat down and motioned his two companions to sit her hurriedly from the cave.
beside him.
"You are saved, Miss Morris!" he exclaimed. "I heard
Then they drank and talked in such low tones that our what your name was over at the Gulch, and I resolved to
find you. We were passing through the ravine when we
two friends could not understand what was being said.
heal'd you scream, and then we rushed in. We shot the
·
This lasted about fifteen minutes.
It was easy for Jim and the scout to tell that they were three scoundrels who held you a prisonel' here. I am very
getting ready to make the girl believe that Monte Mack glad that we came this way.''
Of coul'se the girl thanked him. .
was a rescuer.
She was completely deceived, so she could not do otherFinally the leader of the gang got some clothing from a
,
wise.
corner.
"Take me home," she said after a pause. 'Oh, I wonNext he moved a barrel to the center of the cave and der who could have seized me and carried me away?"
placed a pick-ax and a couple of shovels in it in such a way
"Well, they think it is the doings of a man named Rawthat they assumed the height of a man.
.
answered the villain.
ins,"
l
Cheyenne Charlie chuckled almost loud enough for the
"Could he be so bad as that?" she said, tremblmg as the
villains to hear him when he saw what they were up to.
.
gambler assisted her to the back of his horse.
They were rigging up a dummy, no doubt, to deceive the . "You can judge that better than I can," he replied. "I
Girl of Golden Gulch into believing that they were her res- don't know the man."
cuers.
"I-I don't know how to thank you," faltered the girl.
Monte Mack was quite clever, and he soon made a very
"You have already thanked us, so say no more about it.
respectable-looking dummy man with the aid of the barrel Keep up your courage now, and we'll have you home as soon
and mining implements.
as my horse can take us there. Don't be afraid of me, for,
As if she was helping along the farce Meta Morris gave if I am a professional gambler and lose my head somea scream just then.
times I am a man after all. I hope you will forget what
The girl was confined in a dark part of the cave, some happ~ned last night. I was drunk then. and knew not what
few feet from wh@re the villains were conve~sing. and, hear- I was doing. This ought to make amends for that unfortuing the low tones, they no doubt sounded ominous to her.
nate occurrence."
She could not see them, but, thinking there might be
The girl nodded, but said nothing.
at least one among them who would take pity on her plight,
There was no doubt but that she was doing considerable
she uttered the scream.
. .
thinking just then.
A couple of minutes latel' and the three villams rode out
Jim Dart had all he could do to hold back tbe scout.
through the ravine with the girl.
But he succeeded.
Then Young Wild West and his partners came out of the
Monte Mack gave a nod of satisfa•!tioll when he heard
the scream from the girl.
.
cave.
"We will let them get out on the trail before we overtake
"'vVe'll wait a minute or two, and then we'll go back toin and make it apon
go
thi:m
"Let
said.
he
boys,"
them,
ward the outside and run in," he said. "I g-uess the Girl
of Golden Gulch will think I am somewha' of a hero then." pear that they did rescue the gul. But they must not be alJust then Charlie detected a slight sound from the en- lowed to leave the mining camp to acquaint the rest of the
gang with what they are up to."
trance of the cave.
Charlie and Jim nodded.
He listened, but heard nothing more.
They knew that there was going to be a big surprise in
The next instant, however, he saw a form creeping tostore for Monte Mack pretty shortly, and they were willing
ward the spot where he had secreted himself with Jim.
to wait until it came.
The scout gave a start.
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it frightIt was only one of his clever brother's tricks, but
1
ened him just the same.
And the miners in the room did not know what to make
of it.
"Evelybody dancee!" cried Hop, :flourishing the big sixshooter and looking particularly at Rawlins.
The miner made a move toward the door.
Snap-puff!
Again the weapon spoke, this time sending out blue fi-re,
1
instead of red.
The Chinaman had loaded up the chambers in a rather
peculiar way it seemed.
The back of Rawlins's neck was singed by the flame, and
then 2s Hop stepped between him and the door he be<>"an
·~
·
dancing.
Cekstial.
"Evclybody dancee!" again shouted the
"Whoop:)e ! Me allee samee baclee man flom Texas!"
Snap-puff! Bang!
This time something· flew out of the muzzle of t~e r:::CHAPTER XI.
volver, and as it hit the floor it exploded With the no:s~ of
a shotgun.
RAWLINS IS IN JEOPAR;:JY . .
A myriad of colored sparks filled the room, ant! then
. The two Chinamen were not long· in moving their camp- everybody did dance.
,
MorHorace
mg outfit over next to the shanty occupied by
But they all danced toward the doors. and as the weapon
ris.
1
·n the hands of the Chi naman went off for the fourth time,
The shanty was quite a roomy one, it having two rooms and with a noise as loud as the report of a small c:mnon,
and an attic. s~ ·when Mrs. Morris insisted that the girls the room became suddenly empty of everybody but the
shoul~ make then· quarters there during the balance of their man behind the bar and himself.
stay rn Golden Gulch they could hardly refuse.
"Evelybody havee lill ee dlink." said Hop, putting the
But Hop and Y\'ing erected the tents just the same.
out of sight. "Me allee samee bully boy with um
weapon
They were gorng to obey the orders of their young boss. glassee eye!"
It was quite warm now, anrl. both Celestials were perspiring
"'If it wasn't that you're Young· Wild West's Chlne:) I'd
freely when they finished their ·Woi·k.
shot yer dead afore this," observed the proprieto1·. who
have
"Me likee havee n.i.cee lillee cl.link of cold watee " observed was in charge himself, as he pushed a bottle and a gbss to'
.
Wing, looking at his brother.
ward him. "Here yer are! Evelybody drink."
"With um li!lee bit of tanglefoot in um watee" added
"Me evelybodv." answered Hop, as he laid down the i::rice
'
Hop, smiling blandly.
of one drink, and then he swallowed the liquor and smacked
Wing nodded.
·
his .lips.
Once he had been quite a drinker but for the past year
Then he stepped to the door of the back room and nodded
he had let the stuff alone pretty wen'.
pleasantly to those congregated there.
Bu_t Hop ne.ver let it alone, unless it was a force-out.
"Evelyt'ing allee light," he said. "No more dancee, so
Mrs.
With
shanty
the
in
were
Eloise
anc!
~nna
An_etta,
be."
off.
sneak
to
them
for
easy
quite
was
it
so
Mo~·n s,
"He's ther greatest Chinee I ever seen!" declared one of
'Ihey headed for the Sure Strike Hotel, for Hop consid- the men as he came back into the barroom.
ought
he
and
there,
sold
was
tang:efoot
best
ered that ~he
"An' he's i;ot ther irrea.test boss yer ever seen, too!" added
to know, Since he had tried all three of the places.
another. "Young Wild West ain't ter be beat, yer know."
was
miner
hypocritical
the
Rawlins,
that
It so huppened
All that were in the room when Hop commenced to shoot
'
in the barroom when they entered.
finaily drifted back ag-ain, Rawlins included. The miner
the
about
sociable
himself
make
to
Rawlins h.'.ld dec:ided
immediately set up drinks for all hands. ·
camp, since h~ ha<{ thought fae matter over, and had come
While they were drinking- Monte Mack came in, followed
what
of
best
the
make
to the conclusion that he had better
the two who had rode in with him and several miners.
by
miners.
the
of
respect
the
had ha~pened and try to regain
latter 19oke<l very stern, and as all eyes turned upon
The
all
to
them
treating
He had a few men there and he was
turned pale.
Rawlins
him
they wanted to drink.
"There is the m an who had the young lady kidnapped!"
It wa~ only natural that he should invite the two China- exclaimed Monte Mack dramatically, as he pointed an acmen to mdulge, too, and they accepted the invitation prompt- cusing finger at the miner.
ly enough.
"That ain't so!" cried Rawlins, airhast at the accusation.
"Melican man allee samee velly nicee," commented Wing "I never touched the girl. I never knowed she was missin'
'
as he allowed his brother to pour out his drink for him
imtil after it all happened. Any one that says I've done any·
"Velly, velly nicee, so be,'' Hop answered.
thing to the girl is a--"
"Whe1·e do you fellows work?" asked Rawlins, who did
He made a move to <lraw his revolver, but one of the
not know them.
seized him and pulled his hands behind him.
miners
"We allee samee ·with Young Wild West," Hop answen!d.
in the saloon had been surprised at what Hop
those
If
"Oh!" and the miner looked surprised.
were amazed now.
they
done
harl.
But the knowledge only made him treat them all the
Some of them knew of the deal between Rawlins and
better.
Monis. and that it was hinted around that there had been
It was an awful big drink that Wing swallowed, and soIY'e trouble in which the Girl of Golden ·Gulch had figwhen Hop got another in him of the> same size he had more ured. but they had not dreamed that the man had been inthan he wanted.
·
strumental in the disappearanc e of the girl.
He began to feel a trifle reckless too.
In i:;pite · of his protests, the accused miller was bound
'"My blother dancee," said Hop, nodding at the grinning and disarmed. .
crowd.
Then, with Monte Mack in the lead, they took him out
Then he started singing a Chinese song, and, catching and nlaced him in the log shanty that constituted the lock-up
working.
feet
his
got
Wing
it,
of
spirit.
the
on to
the mining camp.
The slippers he wore were soled pretty heavily to stand forMeanwhile
Young Wild West and his partners were at
an
made
he
and
with
contact
in
came
he
the rough ground
Morris.
of
shanty
the"
barroom.
the
of
floor
the
on
about
jumped
awful racket as he
young deadshot was letting Monte Ma.ck run
dashing
The
gownhis
under
from
revolver
big
his
Hop suddenly drew
his own way for a while, though he did not have any
things
·
like coat.
that he was go:ng to put the blame on Rawlins and
He pointed it at his brother's flying feet and pulled the idea
excite the miners to do him violence.
trigger.
It was not until the miner had been placed i11. the lockSnap-puff!
that he found out what was going on.
up
oldthe
of
muzzle
the
A stream of red fire shot out of
Mack was relating how he had found the girl to
Monte
a
out
let
and
fashioned weapon and Wing ceased danci~
crowd.
big
a
mile.
a
yell that could have easily been heard half

When our friends got out upon the trail they let their
horses go at full speed.
They overtook the villains before a mile was covered.
"Oh, it is Young Wild West and his partners!" cried the
Girl of Golden Gulch joyfully.
"So you have been found, Miss Morris?" said Wild, showing surprise. "How did it come about?"
"These three men saved me from the villains who had
m~, imprisoned in a cave," was the reply.
And I g-et the reward, Young Wild West!" exclaimed
Monte Mack triumpl:antlv .
"If I had been the lucky one I would not have kept the
money," Wild answered.
"Well. I don't inten<l to keen it either. I just want the
honor of \'Vinning it, th2t's all."
They all rode to the Gulch tcgether.
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Th~se of the miners who had not had a very high regard
foi: him before now thoug-ht he was all right.
The gambler had heard just enough of the story about
~ow Young- Wild West had caused the trouble between Rawhl'!s and Morris to become settled, and that Rawlins had
tned hard to make the Girl of Golden Gulch marry him, and
he elaborated a whole lot on this.
Of course this made it look bad for Rawlins.
Our hero and his partners came along in time to hear
what he was .saying.
:..
~
~hey let hn~ go. ahead.
.
.
·
.. G~ntlemen, said Monte Ma~k. m concluding his remarks.
I thmk you had better appomt a judge right away, and
let the matter b~ settled. If a man is bad enough to kid~ap a ~elpless ~irl because she refuses to accept his hand
m 11marrrnge, he is bad en<;>ugh to do anything."
I move t11:at Y_oun.g- Wild West b.e app'inted ther judge!"
shouted a mi~~r m the crowd.
Th~ propos1t10n took wonderfully.
"Cries for Youn(?: Wild West were heard on every hand.
Gentl~men," .said our ~ero, taking off his hat, "if it is
your desi~e I ~11 act as Judge, and I will try and settle it
to the satisfaction of all honest men."
"Hooray! Hooray!" went up from the excited men.
In less than a minute he wa~ the una~;mous choice, for
the road agents hardly dared raise any ob.iections.
But somehow M.onte Mack began to feel a trifle uneasy.
It occurred to h;m that J:e h~d gone a little too far.
But he was gomg to.stick it out now.
H~ hAd accused an mnocez:.t man, and if it came to it,
Rawlms must hang for the crime.

Chal'lie and Jim turned to open the door to rush out and
seize the man outside, but just then something happened.
The window behind the Girl of Golden Gulch flew open.
Wild drew his revolver.
.
"I guess I won't sign the paper," he said calmly.
• Just then Monte Mack, outside, seized Meta and strove
to pull the terrified g-irl through the window.
So unexpected was his actlo11 that the girl gave a scream
of pure fright.
Bang!
.
Cheyenne Charlie pulled the door open so hard that it
nearly fell from its hinges.
Out he went l ike a flash, followed by Jim Dart.
But Wild sprang to Meta and caught the wrist of the villain in a vise-like grip.
"I guess it is all up, Monte Mack," he said. "It is you I
will pass judgment on, and not Rawlins. You have played
a great game, but you have lost."
Disarmed and with Jim holding him by one arm and the
scout by the other, Monte Mack made a sorry-looking picture
as he was led to the crowd that had gathered about the
little lock-up.
Fresno and Walt were there of course and when they
saw that their leader was a prisoner they' started to leave.
"Stop those two men!" called out Young Wild West. "They
are rank scoundrels!"
.
They were both disarmed and their hands bound behind
them so they could not possibly escape.
.
' ,,
"What does all this mean, anyhow, Young Wild West?
demanded one of the miners, who had taken a great deal of
stock in Monte Mack.
"It means that Monte Mack was the man who caught the
G;rl of Golden Gulch and sent her to a cave two miles out
CHAPTER XII.
of town," was the reply. "Monte Mack is the captain of a
CONCLUSION.
gang of eight. We have got him and two others of tJ:e
gang. Now it is up to you to go with Cheyenne Charlie
Young Wild West had told Meta, as well as her uncle and and get the other five."
,
aunt, all about the deception Monte Mack had praCticed.
It was easy to find plenty to go with Cheyenne Charlie
After having promised to select a jury to try Rawlins within and get the rest of the gang. .
.
. .
an hour, Wild went back to the shanty.
Wild then advised that Rawlms be given his liberty.
Meanwhile Monte Mack was engaged in another scheme,
The m:ner fairly wept with joy when he found himself a
which, if he could work it, would set himself right in the free man.
eyes of every one at Golden Gulch.
"It is all rig-ht, Rawlins," said our hero. "You had a pretty
He drew up a paper to the effect that the citizens of the good scare, and I g-uess you deserved it. Maybe you will
mining camp endorsed the action he had taken in regard be more honest in the future."
to the rescue of the Girl of. Golden Gulch and othe1wise
"You will have to appoint another judge, boys," said Wild.
lauding him . almost to the skies.
"I don't want to take part in anything- like this. I know
It was his purpose to get Young Wild West and his it will take some time to get tl-e villa'.ns where they can
partners to sign it also, and then he felt that he would surely receive a fair trial, according to law. but' I am not not going
be all rig-ht.
•
to interfere or have anything to say one way or the other."
He walked over to the shanty alone, for his boldness had
A rousing cheer went up for the boy, and the';'l a man
come back to him, and he began to think that he was a sure was quickly found to act as judge.
winner, even if aR innocent i;p.an did have to die to bring it
He selected a jm•y of twelve men. knowing, of course,
about.
~"
that they would vote that Monte M;:ick was guilty, and then
Reaching the Morris shari . , he asked for Miss Meta.
the mock trial began.
The girl came out in a mi ute or two, and he stated his
In iust five minutes a decision was rendered.
mission
there.
"Gu.'lty !" was the ver~ct of the jury.
.
1
'Let me see the paper," said the girl. "I will take it in
The judge cleared h:s tht'Oat and held up lus hand for
and show it to them."
silence.
Arietta was in the room with them when Meta came back
"Gents,'' sale! he, "it is ther sentence of this here court
with the paper.
that Monte Mack be took to ther nearest ti·ee, an' that !l
Wild motioned for her to shut the door, and she did so. · barrel be sot under a convenient limb. Then a rope is t er
Just then the window on the side of the house where be tied around ther .e:aloot's neck, an' ther end chucked over
Monte Mack was standing moved slightly.
the limb. Kind an' willin' h:mds will then l'ft him to ther
Wild saw it, but Meta did not. She stood right in front head of ther barrel, an' when I let go a shot from my reof it.
volver I want ter see that o~d rope jerk, out taut,. a,s though
The boy knew that the villain wai; listening, and he got a crazy steer hacl it o~er his horns, an was trym ter run
ready for the surprise he meant to give him.
away! That's all, boys!"
"Well, what is it, Miss Morris?" as~ed our hero in a voice
That afternoon as they were all sitting outside the ~forplenty, loud enough for the listening villain to hear. ris shanty. Morris suddenlv turned to hls wife and said:
The girl told him what the request of Monte Mack was.
"Ma1·y, s'pose we leave Golden Gulch an' go over ther line
"Be ready to go out of the door like a streak of lightning into Californy an' buy a farm?"
and get him, boys," Wild said in an undertone.
"That would just suit me. Horace,'' the good woman deThen he looked at the paper.
clared, showing her delight.
"Get a pen and ink please,'' he said loudly.
"And it will suit me, too,'' spoke up the Girl of Golden
The window moved perceptibly, showing that the man I Gulch.
.
outside had moved, no doubt from a feeling of extreme sat-I "I reckon it suits me, too,'' said Cheyenne Charlie.
isfaction.
·
"Hip hoolay!" cried Hop, swinging his hat. "Evelybody
"Are you sure that it was Monte Mack who abducted you, velly muchee satisfy! Hoolay for Young Wild West and um
Miss Morris?" Wild asked.
Girl of Golden Gulchee!"
1
This was the cue.
"Yes,'' was the reply. "The scoundrel sent me there with
Next week's .j.ssue wi.11 contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
one of his villainous gang, and then he hied to make it ap- AND THE SlL'"VER SEEKERS; OR, ARIETTA'S 'HOT
pea1· that he rescued me."
.
1 LEAD SAUCE.'"
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FROM ALL POINTS
AEROPLJ?.NES AID FISHING.
. N~ne o~ us can yet tell in how many ways aviabon I~ gomg to benefit our industries. There is one
very important use to which it can be put which is
at present engaging official attention.
. As we all know, aviators when flying over the sea
m fine weather can see a long way down into the
water, a fact which was made full use of in the
course of the U-boat hunting.
From an aeroplane shoals of fish can be observed
when their presence is unnoticeable from the surface, and the suggestion is that trained observers
should be employed on the principai fishery grounds
to signal the presence and whereabouts of these
shoals to the waiting trawlers below.
SHOOTS AT CROW, HITS A MAN EALF A
MILE AWA Y
A bullet fired from a rifle aimed at a crow by W.
W. Dashiel, a wealthy resident of Greenwich, Conn.,
hit a stone wall half a mile away and rebounding,
struck Michael Pagnaro, who was i;;tanding nearby,
infiicting nine wounds in his abdomen. Pagnaro
was taken to the Stamford Hospital in a critical condition. Dashiel was not arrested, but was told to
be ready to appear in court when summoned.
Dashiel is a paint and oil manufacturer and has
a handsome home on Palmer's Hill, midway between Greenwich and Stamford. Last September
Valentine Oberle, a German alien, was found dead
near a lake owned by Dashiel. Near him lay
thirty pounds of dynamite. An Italian was convicted for the murder of Oberle.
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!this is the efficiency of the Japanese police, which is
said to be the best in the world. The prisoners are
divided into three grades, and are · differently fed,
according as they are idle and refractory, amenable
to discipline, or exceptionally well behaved. The
only other punishment is solitary confinement in a
30rt of dungeon, not exceeding five days. No prisoner may be discharged, however short his term of
sentence, unless his family or friends assume responsibility for him. The result has been the organizatibn of a large number of prisoners' aid societies.
AUSTRALIANS GOT BIGGEST PAY IN WAR
Enli$ted men and non-commissioned officers of
the Australian forces were the best paid soldieri;; in
the war. Italian privates and corporals were the
poorest paid. American privates and corporals
were fourth on the list,
Australian privates received $43.50 a month;
corporals got $72.90 a month. Canadian privates
got $33 a month and corporals only $3 more. United States privates received $30 a month, while corporals got $36.
British "Tommies" got $11.40 a month and a
British corporal $15.30. Italian privates had to
content themselves with a stipend of 58 cents a
month and corporals with $1.45. Italian sergeants
received $9.55 a month and regimental sergeant
majors got $25.19. A sergeant in the J~panese
army received only $3.90 monthly and a regimental
sergeant major $9.90.
A plain sergeant of infantry in the Australian
forces got $76.50 while the regimental se'rgeant
major received $94.80. In the American forces a
sergeant received $38 and a regimental sergeant
major $51. Food and clothing allowances were
largely the same.

A JAPANESE PRISON.
Imagine a park or garden, in "the Japanese style,
with dwarf trees, surrounded by a hedge, instead of
a wall. In this park one sees a group of Japanese
houses, like those occupied by the
....
peasants.
The prisoners are all at work,
proportioned to their physical
ability. Some are threshing and
grinding rice; others are weaving
coarse cloth, of a dark red color, of
60 LESSONS
Price 35 Cents Per Copy
60 LESSONS
which the prison uniforms 'are
Th~ ha.ndsome publicatiop.. contains 64 pages of reading matter. It was
wrftten by one of the most expert scenario writers in t'he world. Every
made; the old and the infirm are sepangle of scenario writing is· explained. There is no nece~sit:y for
known
them
of
All
paper.
of
arating leaves
you to apply to sq-called corresnondence schools, or to take pnv,ate
re~eive a percentage of their earntuition in the art of scenario constructioµ, if you have a copy of thi.s book.
It teaches everything necessary to write salable scenarios.
ings. The younger prisoners are in
If you have an imaginative mind ~o invent pl~ts, you can learn the ~ntire
school.
techp.ique of photoplay constri~ction from this book at the low vnce ~f
35 cents.
The disciplirte is military in form,
For Sale by All News-dealers and Booksellers
but in its spirit reformatory. There
If you cannot procure a copy, send us the price, 35 cents, in mo~ey f'T
are few evasions, notwithstandpostage stamps, and we ,w ill mail you one, postage free. Address: .
L. SENARENS, No. 219 Seventh Avenue, New YorJ-, N. ¥.
ing the ease with whicl} they
could be effected. One reason for

SCENARIOS
How to Write 'Them
•
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TH E ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MILLIONAIRE
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STOaY>
CHAPTER III (Continued).
"You will have to put this under your arms, miss,''
he called. " I shall have to pull you up until you
can get hold of the ledge. Then one of us will take
hold and help you up. Do you think you have the
courage to swing you up so?"
" Why, I must,'' replied the girl. " There is no
other way, of course. "
" None! Now, I am going to drop the rope."
" We will lift her together, " said the dog-woman.
"When she gets a grip on the ledge you hold on to
the rope. I'll pull her up. "
It was done, and successfully accomplished.
When she found herself swinging in the air Fral'lk
thought from the deathly pallor which the girl's
face assumed that she was going to faint, but she
bore the ordeal bravely, and soon stood in safety by
Frank's side.
" Done, and well done! " cried the dog-woman.
" Now, give me my rope."
Frank took it off, untied the noose, and handed it
to her.
"It is well," said the dog-woman, adding:
" And now, young lady, take my advice and don't
tell papa of this adventure, or he will keep you a
closer prisoner than ever. Young man, don't follow
me, if you are wise. Better still, you go ahead down
the mountain, and leave me to follow when I get
r eady. Beware of the dogs!"
She folded her arms, and leaning against the rocks
stood looking off into vacancy, while Frank assisted
the fair unknown up over the rocks.
Meanwhile Spot was still doing his duty, but at a
safe distance, and the answering barks created a
dreadful din.
"Let us hurry, " said the girl. " I am horribly
afraid of her dogs. If one of them should break
loose I don't know what I should do."
Frank called Spot, and giving the yelping pack a
wide berth, they took to the path and started down
the mountain.
"Did you never see the strange creature before?"
asked the girl.
"Never!" replied Frank. "You seem to know her
all right. "
"Oh, yes. I have seen her many times. She
seemed to know you to,.. "

"Which is strange, since I don't know her. But I
hope you will not heed one thing she said."
"What is that?"
" Her suggestion that you should not tell me your
name. Mine is Frank Foster. I am the son of John
R. Foster, of Crossdale. I am sorry I haven't got a
card. "
The girl blushed and for a moment was silent.
" I hope, Mr. Foster," she then said, "that you will
not consider me ungrateful. Indeed, it is not so.
I thank you most sincerely for the service you have
rendered me, but--"
She paused with much embarrassment.
" But you will not tell me your name?" asked
Frank.
" I cannot," replied the girl in a low voice.
Frank was too much of a gentleman to press her,
so he immediately changed the subject and asked
how far from the foot of Marble Mountain she had
to go.
And then he found that he had put his foot in it
again.
The girl seemed more embarrassed than ever.
" I know how strange you must think it," she said,
" but I cannot even tell you where I live. Before we
reach the foot of the mountain I must leave you,
and I earnestly beg, Mr. Foster, that you will not
attempt to follow me. "
"Upon my honor, no!"
" Thank you. I feel that I can trust you. But
after all it is no such mighty mystery as it may
seem. It is only that my father is a very peculiar
man, and is entirely opposed to me forming the acquaintance of any gentlemen. I am sure I don't
know what his reasons can be, but I must not anger
him."
" Assuredly not. But will he not wonder at your
absence?"
" Fortunately for me, he is away to-day, so he
won't have to know. But please let us talk of
something else. "
They talked of wild flowers, the girl introducing
the subject by asking Frank if he knew anything
about botany.
They were still talking of wild flowers when,
about half-way down the mountain, the girl suddenlY halted.
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"Now I must leave you, Mr. Foster," she said,
"and believe me, I am deeply grateful. "
"Never think of it again,'' replied Frank, extending his hand.
She took it, ~nd for a moment longer than was
polite he held her little hand in his.
In fact, he held it until she .suddenly pulled away,
and with a low-spoken " good-by," slipped in among
the trees at a point where there was no sign of a
path.
Frank watched her for a moment.
Presently she turned, and waving her hand at him
darted behind bushes and disappeared, leaving
Frank to finish the ·descent of the mountain, wondering what it was that made him feel such an intense interest in this particular girl, when up to
date all girls had been alike indifferent to him.
Frank got home after dark, for the days were
shortening now.
He little thought when he entered the house that
he was going up against most serious trouble.
Old Edward, the boss's butler, met him in the hall
with a grave countenance.
"Mr. Frank, I've got bad news for you," he said
gently. "You want to prepare your mind for a
shock.
"My mother! She is dead?" he gasped; for Mrs.
Foster had been in the habit of predicting her own
death almost daily for a number of years.
Edward looked disgusted.
'' There is nothing the matter with Mrs. Foster,"
he exclaimed; " that is, nothing more than there
always is."
'' Not my father!" gasped Frank.
" Indeed it is, Mr. Frank. I am sorry to have to
tell you that the boss is a very sick man."
.. Sick! Why, he was in perfect health this morning. But I understand! Some accident has happened. My father is dead!"
"N ot dead, and the doctor says he has a fighting
chance,'' said Edward quickly. "Yes, it was an
accident. The planks which supported a part of the
new engine gave way while your father was in the
-wheel pit. It fell on him. He is terribly crushed,
poor man. Even if he lives he will never be able to
walk again, for his spine is injured, and both legs
broken, and--"
"Tell me no more!" cried Frank, and he started
up the stairs.
"You must come back, Mr. Frank! You must
come back!" called Edward. "The doctors and the
nurse are with him. They won't let you in the room.
You better go to your mother first."
Go to his mother!
Frank had never even thought of it. He could
not bring himself to think of it now.
He wondered that he did not drop dead. He could
not understand the strange calmness which had now
come over him.
"I-I suppose I ought to go to my moth~r," he

aid.
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"It is your duty," replied Edward, slightly shrugging his shoulders.
"How did she take it ?"
" I don't know. I haven't asked. "
"Did she go to him?"
"No. I under stand not. It is just as well. "
" Better. I will go to her. "
But he did not, for just then the doctor s were
heard in the hall above.
"How is my father?" demanded F rank, when t hey
came down the stairs.
The answer was anything but encouraging.
" He still lives. If he continues to live he will be
a hopeless paralytic. He will be better dead! "

CHAPTER IV.
THE WORK OF THE ENEMY.

" He will be better dead !"
Frank's heart sank as he heard these ominous
words.
He pressed the doctors for particulars, and got
them, but they only made matters worse.
He asked if he could see his father.
Dr. Wright, the family physician, with evident
reluctance, informed }\im that he could if he insisted
upon it, but he strongly advised against it.
" He is now asleep under the influence of morphine" he said, " and it is my earnest desire that he
should not be disturbed. I advis~ you to wait. I
have instructed the nurse to notify you when the
proper time comes. Your father is anxious· to talk
with you, but it is not safe now."
Then he called Frank into the parlor and closed
the door.
" I don't want to pry into your family affairs,
Frank," he said kindly, "but you will, of course, understand that it is generally known in Crossdale that
your father and mother are not on good terms. Your
father's earnest wish is that Mrs. Foster shall not be
admitted to the sick room. I do not know that she
has any wish to see her husband, but I warn you
that such an interview may mean immediate death
to your father."
"I don't think she will try to see him," replied
Frank. " Have you seen her?"
"No. Nor have I heard her."
"Dr. Wright, I shall have to look after my father's
business now. Tell me what is the trouble between
him and my mother. I have a right to know."
" And don't you know? I always supposed that
you did. I'm sure I don't know, Frank. If I did, I
would tell you at once."
There was little more said, and the doctors soon
left the house.
Frank then went to his mother's room.
The maid who always attended upon her answered
his knock.
(To be continued.)
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
WILD HORSE HUNT PLANNED
The Chicago Board of Trade received startling
news from Montana and the western part of the
two Dakotas lately. Drought and heat have destroyed the crops and feed, and railroads are taking
out all cattle and sheep to prevent them from starving. Horses are being given away in Montana.
One million horses are said to be roaming over
Western North Dakota and Montana. M6st of
them are wild and are a nuisance to the farmers
and ranchmen, who are planning to get rid of them.
Horsehides in Chicago are worth $17. A great
hunt of the wild horses is planned.
WOMAN FULL-FLEDGED BAKER
In making a survey of bakeries in the pistrict of

Columbia recently the investigation anq inspection
service discovered many women working in bakeries
on a basis of equal opportunity ;:i.nd eqµal pay with
·
men.
The Distr ict of Columbia bakeries, qS fl rµle, are
working under an agreement wjth the Bakery
Workers' Union, which makes no discriminatiqn on
account of sex. While only <me full:fi~dged journeyman baker womari was reported, many bakers'
helpers were found at work with equal pay for equ.q,1
work in the semi-skilled occupations. 'rhe regular
union hours are eight per day, six dars per week.
The minimum wage of journeymen bakers is five
dollars and twelve cents and the minimum day wage
for bakers' helpers is two dollars and fifty cents p~
day for the fir st three months, thFee dollars after
three months, and three dollars and fifty cents after
the first year's work.
Both the employers interviewed a:qd the :representatives of the union state that the women are
giving satisfaction.
CREW REPORTED DEVOURED BY FISH
In spite of the reluctance of the people of Oregon
and California to believe it, old George FQrty, fish.errnan for years along Agate Beach, Ore., c.ontends
that the crew of the lost tanker, "S. H. Landis,?'
was eaten by a strange species of fish tl}&t lurlq> off
Cape Blanco reef.
The tanker, ladep. with oil, sailed throug}/. the
Golden Gate from San Fr::i,ncisco in late December,
bound north. Since the day the small ship was
lost from view through San Francisco harbor it has
not been heard from.
Passenger steamers pa&sing over the route north,
believed to have been taken by the " Lanqi~,' reported several days later that oil was seen in large
quantities on the water. At that time this was
believed the solution of the whereabouts of the
craft. The "S. H. Landis, " when loaded, rode but a

few feet above water. The theory was advanced
by seafarers all along the coast that the cargo of
oil, in a big gale that swept the Pacific at that time,
shifted to one side and capsized the tanker.
But for the wives, sweethearts, and mothers of
the crew of sixteen men aboard the "S. H. Landis"
the incident was dropped. It was believed that the
ship and all the crew was lost at sea when it became
engulfed in the terrific storm-swept waters.
Sever~) days ago pieces of driftwood, bearing
pl~in.}y inscriptions of the "S. H. Landis," came
ashore at Agate Beach. Still more pieces of the
tanker came ashore. This time there could be no
mistake as to the fate of the tanker and crew.
Ordinq,rily a )Jody will float in nine dp.ys after it
is ~rownep. . Two months ~ave passed. ,a~d no
crew
bodJes that might be of t~e S: H. Landis
have washed ashore off t~is point.
Cape Ela!:J.CO reef, the JUt of .llmd f'.1rth!3st 'Yest
on the Pacific {Joast, extenc:}s eight miles out mto
the ocean fro~ Agate Beach: It is a consta:rit
rnen;:tce to 1:f}~nner~. ~q,ny .shm::i have been d.:Jshed
Qestrucbon. i:JPOI). this perilous shoa}.
tp
1
People Qf Oregon anq California cqncede the
loss of t.he "Landis!" believinj:?: it to haiTe bee~1 c:ast
upon this reaf dµnng the m1ght;y gale. Bui; faey
doubt old Geon~e Fort~ wheri he say~ that the presenc~ of two large saurians, of a ~pec1es now almogt
extmct, off Cape Blaneo :reef, will account fo1 the
cQntip.ned absence of the podks of the crew.
Here's George Forty's stqry:
"For mp.ny, many years I ti.ave fished off this
w:iin.t. Map.y are tl].e tjrnes I ha.vc helped carry i11
bodies that were drifting il1- from some wreclc off
Cape Blap.cq reef. Bodies never failed to come
ashore on this beach llfter a \vreck .anywhere along
this coast for fiv.e miles i:ia.ch way.
"Apout two years a~o two monstroµs fish, with
green na.clrs anli heads like smi.kes, came into this
cove and have beep. her e sincp. "
Ee looked qut to sea as he talked. His weatia~r
beaten face squinted when he pointed out al ng
Cape Blanco reef.
"Out there," he continued, "I've seep. th.es~ tvm
fj.sh lay in the watf3r, jµst wa.itin' fQJ'.' the puppy sea
lions to drop off. Then they'd pat them.
"The fish are about eighteen feet long. They c;cn.
eat a puppy sea liQn whole and not leave any blood
on the water.
'Tve seen the two of 'em pulling on a bull f.lCa
lion. One would get a hold on his head-the other
one on the other eµd. They 1d pull him in two!"
Scientists and fish specialists corroborate old
George Forty's stat ement. They say that the two
rponster fish, by far more dangerous than sharks,
are natives of the Southern seas.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL 1NTEREST
SITS UP WITH DEAD
There is one man in Chester, Pa., who has no
fear of competition and little apprehension of losing
his job.
He is the only professional man of his kind in
Chester, owns no boss and is well paid for his services. He is Isaac Blumberg, of No. 2724 West
Second street, and if he could work every night his
early salary would be at the rate of $1,825. His
ork is not laborious to any great extent.
He calls himself a professional watcher and
ourner. He sits all night besid~ a corpse, in the
orgue or at the home of the individual or family
hat engages him. His charge is $5 a night, and he
its alone at the head of the corpse.
BEAR CHASE IN STREETS
A wild bear chase through the streets of Alice,
inn., furnished several hundred spectators plenty
f excitement. Mr. Bruin, traveling ac;ross counry, made for Bennett Park. He was first noticed
y park policemen and Traffic Officer William Kohrt
ed the chase. The bear, badly frightened, scatered citizens to the right and left of him, and when
e changed his couree to Third avenue he had the
utoists taking to the curb.
He was finally rounded up between two sheds of
local lumber yard, and here a large crowd witessed action. Permission was refused the police
o enter the yards, the owner claiming that the bear
~as his property.
The authorities contended the animal was dangerous to the citizens at large and that he could
asily be taken into a cage and brought to the park
oo. The arguments lasted several hours, and
hen the police, tearing down the barrier, entered
he yard, the bear was missing.
TO SEARCH FOR PULP WOOD.
Because of the decreasing supply of American
ulp wood used in making newsprint paper, Senato~
atson of Indiana introduced in Congress lately a
esolution authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture
o make a survey of the approximate and possible
upply of pulp wood timber available, not only in the
ortheastern part of the United States but also in
he central and western sections. Under the resoution the Secretary is also ·directed to make recomen<lations for pulp wood utilization. The sum of
100,000 is asked to carry on the .survey and invesigation.
"Two-thirds of the newsprint paper used by
rnrican newspapers is imported," Senator Waton said in presenting the resolution, "or is manuactured from wood or pulp imported from Canada.
ne-ihird is made in the United States from wood

grown in the United States. The former proportion is steadily increasing, the latter is steadily decreasing."
INCREASES HIS CONGREGATION BY
STRANGE METHODS.
Church attendance in Tulsa, Okla., during the hot
season has never been as brisk as the pastors might
desire. In past years the appearance of hot weather
and scant church attendance has been synonymous.
This year finds the same condition very much i"tl
evidence.
As a means of increasing the size of his congregations, the Rev. Harold C. Cooke, pastor of the
Tigert Memorial Church, has inaugurated a new
wrinkle in the realm of ministerial endeavor. Icecold lemo:rtade and jazz music are to be provided, and
there will be an abundance of both.
On his initial program there will appear a vaudeville actor who appeared in a local theatre and because of the season closing was found available
for the pastor's innovation. This actor featured
"The Alcoholic Blues" when appearing before theatre audiences, but it is probable some other arrangement of jazz tendencies will be executed for
the church-goers.
NEW THINGS
Sharp runners have been patented to be clamped
to the wheels of a baby coach to enable a parent to
take an infant skating with him.
By introducing ventilating devices a lead smelter
in Europe reduced illness among its employes from
75 per cent to three per cent.

An inventor has designed a cover for boats and
their crews that is intended to shed all rain and
spray, yet not interfere with rowing.
The Peruvian government is planning the establishment of aerial mail, passenger and freight
routes extending into mountainous regions.

...

A portable concrete fence has been invented,
made of grooved slabs and posts which fit together
so that no other fastening is required.
A disk phonograph record invented in Europe
has a groove which automatically returns the needle
to the starting point to make it repeat.
Instead of buttonholes, a new collar for men has
slots to slip over the buttons, those in front interlockinst to hold the collar securely,

;;
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up went the vengPful arm, and then down on the
green lawn rolled ~he gallant soldier, half-stunned
by the blow.
" Lash me, will you, you purse-proud villain!"
By Horace Appleton
yelled the clown, as he sprang forward and tore the
"You are a young country clown, sir! Out of my whip from the fallen man's hand. " There, now,
for you-and there-and take that! Oh, but I could
way, or I'll horsewhip you! "
The speaker was a man in the prime of life, and he murder you!"
" Murder-murder! " yelled a female voice, as a
was mounted on a strong hunter in a country road
beautiful young girl ran out from the wood. "Oh,
near a pleasant village in Devonshire, England.
An uplifted whip was in his hand, an expression William, William, for shame! To beat Captain
of anger and annoyance was on his face, and his Hardy, my husband."
" Your husband, Annie!" gasped the youth, desistflashing eyes were bent on a stripling who stood being with the whip, and turning to his sister. "Come
fore him OIJ. the highway.
That " stripling" was not more than eighteen; he home to mother, will you? Come, I say, or I'll lash
was clothed in humble attire, and his manner and you as--"
" You mongrel cur!" yelled Captain Hardy, as he
words somewhat justified the richly attired rider in
calling him a " country clown," as he presented an sprang from the grass and darted at his assailant.
uncouth figure, while his voice was harsh and strong. " I'll have your life for this insult. Stand aside,
The " country clown" held the bridle of the hunt er, Annie. By heavens! I'd kill him, if he were my
and he did not seem to mind the insulting remarks own father!"
The slender " country clown" was no match for
01· the uplifted whip, as he demanded:
" Where's my sister, Captain Hardy? You must that athletic soldier, even though he held the heavy
riding-whip.
give her back to us!"
And that whip was soon in Captain Hardy's hand.
" What do I know or care about your sister, you
Springing away from his powerful antagonist, the
stupid fool? Hands off, or--"
A cry of rage bu.rst from the youth as the heavy youth darted for the stone with which he had felled
lash descended on his shoulder and arm, and the next Captain Hardy from his horse, and the next instant
the proud soldier was stretched on the lawn, with
moment the horse was free.
Another mocking laugh rang out from the rider, .the blood flowing from his temple.
" Oh, gracious heavens! you have killed him now,
as, raising the whip again, he struck the angry
William!" cried his sister.
youth across the face, saying:
" I hope so," triumphed the brother. "I'm ready
" If you ever intercept me on the highway again,
to hang for--"
I'll cut you to pieces."
" The people from the hall are coming!" cried
And then Captain Hardy rode on, leaving the vietim writhing with pain and rage, and powerless to Annie. " Oh, William, you will be killed-hanged!
think or act, or call out the bitter defiance and hate And think of mother! Fly-fly! There's the horse,
and you can escape."
that was agitating his young heart.
" Will you go home?" demanded the brother.
"I'll kill him!" muttered (or rather hissed) the
"I will-I will! I swear it, William."
young clown, at length, as he started after the rider;
" Away with you and me, then!" cried the youth,
"I'll murder him if I hang for it, and before he's an
hour older. He robbed us of Annie; he's broken dragging his sister toward the hunter.
In a moment he placed his sister on the powerful
poor mother's heart; and he lashed me as if I were
one of his own hounds. Captain Hardy, I'll kill you hunter, and then sprung up behind her.
There was a fierce hunt after the lad as he rode
if I have to follow you to the end of the earth. "
Seizing a heavy stone as he ran along, the vengeful across the country; but he was riding t~e best anyouth dar ted through the woodland path, until he imal in the neighborhood, and he left his pursuers
struck out on a green lawn leading up to a substan- behind.
Annie Denver was weeping in her mother's arms
tial mansion.
"He'll pass near m'e here," muttered th~ " young that eveni~, and her brot~er was a fugitive, with
clown, " as he darted into the wood agam. " I'll the hounds-of the law on his track.
Two days after William Denver was taking a last
knock him from his horse; I'll lash him on his own
lawn with his own whip; and then I'll be off to the look at the white cliffs of England as he stood on
wars. Who can tell but I'll face . him as his equal board of an outward-bound vessel.
Captain Hardy was a raving, delirious invalid in
one day?"
On rode Captain Hardy, all unccnscious bf the his ovm house, with a cut on his temple that would
danger awaiting him, and thinking only of the fair Ileave a mark there while he lived.
,
country girl whose heart he had won.
"Egad," muttered the soldier aloud, "but I'd make ' " General Hardy, that is a remarkable scar on your
her my wife were it not for her clownish connec- temple. One of your beauty-spots from Waterloo, I
presume?"
tions, and--"
" Yes-no--that is-- Oh, hang it, Malcolm, let
Out from the wood darted the clownish brother;
TWO FIGHTS FOR LIFE.
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us talk no more to-night of battles and scars. Fill
up the wine, and let the toast be 'Dear woman.' "
Ten years had passed away since General Hardy
encountered William Denver on the lawn at Devonshire, and during that time great changes oc~urred
·
in Europe.
Captain Hardy (now a general) had served with
honor in the English army; he had shared in the
desperate struggle at Waterloo, and he was now enjoying himself in the gay capital of France, and on
the lookout for a youl).g and beautiful wife, in the
person of a French countess of note.
On the evening in question he was dining at a
friend's house, and among the male guests were
many who had served in the armies of Europe.
Among those guests was a tall officer, bearded and
bronzed, who had won distinguished renown in the
Prussian service, and who excited much curiosity, as
no one could tell of the land of his birth or of his
early life.
The guests noticed the dark scowl that passed over
General Hardy's face when Colonel Calcolm alluded
to the scar on his temple; and his keen eyes were
fixed on the man man as they responded to the toast
of "Dear Woman."
The ladies of the entertainment had retired to an
adjoining apartment, leaving the gallant veterans to
enjoy their wine without restriction.
Colonel Malcolm, who was a Scotchman, and possessed all the tenacity of his race, was not satisfied
with General Hardy's answer to the inquiry about
the scar, and he soon returned to the charge, saying:
"That is not a saber cut, General Hardy, if I am a
judge. Fall from your horse, eh?"
" You are very curious about my scar, Malcolm, "
was the reply. "I'll wager a ·thousand pounds no
gentleman present can tell how I received the scar. "
,, I'll accept that offer," replied the stern voice, as
the tall Prussian officer arose from his seat and confronted the Englishman.
" I repeat, General Hardy," said the Prussian, as
he saluted the Englishman, "that I accept the wager.
I will bet one thousand pounds that I name the place,
the hour, wherein you received that scar."
" 'Tis impossible, sir! " cried the Englishman, in
angry tones, "unless you are--"
"There is my purse, sir," interrupted the tall
Prussian, "and--"
"Here is my sword, sir," cried General Hardy, in
a rage. "You offer insult, sir."
•·I accept both challenges," said the Prussian, as
he laid his sword beside his purse. "But I demand
that we take them in order. First, as to the scar.
You received that at the hands of a beardless country clown, who horsewhipped y~u at the same time
for stealing his sister from her humble home."
"Liar! slanderer! you will die for this i"',sult !"
cried General Hardy, dashing his wine-glass at the
Prussian.
"Gentleman, soldiers," cried the host, "I protest
against such--"
"Gentlemen, soldiers-men of honor!" cried the

tall Prussian, " I swear to you as a soldier that I
assert the truth. I am the 'country clown' who felled
that scoundrel from his horse, on his own lawn, and
then lashed him."
" 'Tis an infamous falsehood, and I claim satisfaction at once--on the instant!" said General Hardy,
as he strode to the door, sword in hand.
" Colonel Malcolm, you will do me the honor?"
" Certainly, general, " replied Malcolm.
"And my friend, General Wesler, will accompany
me," cried the Prussian officer, who was no other
than William Denver-the " country clown"-who
had entered the Prussian army years before and
fought his way to great distinction.
" Let none save the principals and their seconds
leave the room, friends," cried the host. "This affair
must be kept secret."
" To the park," cried General Hardy, as he strode
down the stairs. "I'll kill you, you infernal hound."
" Faith, and you'll have to keep cool, general," replied Colonel Malcolm. " I know the Prussian, and
he is a master of his weapon."
" I'll kill the scoundrel! " hissed the angry man.
" I'll trample him to the dust!"
Five minutes after, the old foes were fa~ing each
other in a secluded spot in a neighboring park; and
then the clashing of rapiers rang out on the night
air.
The deadly struggle had not lasted two minutes,
when four ladies could be perceived peeping out
through the leaves of a shrubbery near by.
Clash-clash-clash! went the deadly blades, as
the stalwart, skillful men put forth all their best
points in the life and death struggle, while the seconds and the observers held their breath in suspense.
Ten minutes of thrusts, feints, and parries, and
General Hardy was giving way before his more active young opponent.
And then, feeling that he must make a desperate
effort for his life and honor, the English general
made a fearful lunge at the " country clown." ,
With a brilliant move William Denver dashed the
rapier from his enemy's hand, and the next instant
his own blade was thrust in the doomed man's
breast, as he cried:
" I swore it ten years ago, and I have kept my
word. Mother, sister-behold how I treat the man
who lashed the country clown!"
"Fool," groaned the dying man, "your sister was
my wedded wife. I lied when I told her of the false
marriage."
" Thank God! " muttered a voice behind the bushes.
"Mother, I can die happy now. "
And out rushed William's mother and sister, fol-·
lowed by the French countess and her maid.
General Hardy was conveyed to the house, and he
lived long enough to prove his assertion that Annie
was his lawful wife.
Six months after, General Drexel, of the Prussian
army (alias Will Denver), married the beautiful
French lady who had witnessed the bloody duel in
the I>ark.
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

Japan is preparing for an extensive program of
submarine construction, according to a report of the
Tokio News Agency. While the details are not disclosed, it is unc~rstood that the strength of Japan's
submarine fleet will be increased to about forty by
the end of the present fiscal year, the credits for this
building program coming from funds voted at the
fortieth and forty-first sessions of the Japanese
Diet. The far-reaching plans appear in the statement that 300 experts and mechanics were sent to
France and Italy by the Japanese naval authorities
to study submarine construction. These men are
now on their way home. At the same time the
seven ex-German submarines allotted to foe Japanese Empire are understood to have reached
Sasebo, the naval base, on June 27, with experts who
have studied their mechanism. Statements to the
effect that these submarines are to be destroyed with
the other surrendered German vessels is denied,
Japan having spent morr than $1,500,000 on them
to date.

A white chicken hawk-that's a new one. But
GRINS AND CHUCKLES
it's a reality, for Ire E. Mellinger, of Lancaster,
Pq.., is exhibiting six little fuzzy ones that are as
Shopper-Oh., what a long nap this carpet has!
white as snow. Mellinger found his specimens in Salesman-Yes, ma'am--extra lopg. We call these
the lower end of the county and secured them after our "Rip Van Winlde" rugs.
fighting and :kflling a big rattlesnake which was
trying to find the nest. The hawks are at MelYoung Fitznoodle (with a yawn)-Ya-as, weally,
linger's home living on raw liver.
it costs me five thousand a year just to live, don't y'
know. Farmer Hardpan-Don't ye pay it! 'T~in't
wuth
it.
A little known feature of the war that deserves
attention is the value of the military assistance
"Mike." 11Phwat ?" "I was just thinkin'. After
France received from her colonies. The French
we
get out of the trenches an' back home again how
colonial empire, largest after that of England, supplied no less than 538,000 combatants. North Af- nice an' peaceful that old boiler-facto1·y will sound
rica alone sent to the front 202,700 combajants, to us."
177,000 for Algeria, · J,000 for Tunisia, 34,700 for
Morocco. That ther brave Arabic troops were put
"My hi.wband is a very inconsistent man,'' said the
to good use is testified by their extremely high per- heat sqfferer. "In what way?" "He advised me to
centage of losses in battle, including 80,000 dead, keep perfectly quiet and avoi!]. all excitement, and
and 129,000 wounded. Senegal next supplied the then invited me to go with him to the basepall
highest and most reliable effectives, then came Cen- game."
tral Africa, Madagascar and Indo-China.
Do you like to fish? In Japan they have the birds
do it for them to a great extent. The custom of
having seabirds catch fish is practised widely, particularly on the Niagara River in the Province of
Owari. In some parts of .China birds are used in
the same way. The cormorants work in teams and.
once caught and trained will work well for twenty
years. The fishing always is at night by torcnlight,
says the American Forestry Magazine of Washington, D. C. Cords are tied around the birds and they
are let over the side of the boat a doze11 at a time.
The torches attract the fish and then the fisher~an
is the busiest man in the world, for he has to work
fast. The average is about 150 fish per hour per
bird. They work for three hours at a time.

A little girl went to the grocer's, asked the salesman if he had any fresh eggs. "Yes," ap.swered the
man. "How many do you want?" She was viewing
the eggs critically. "Please, sir," said she, "these
are not regular eggs." "Certainly they are." "No,
they aren't," she persisted. "I heard my papa tell
my mamma there's a corner on eggs, and these are
all smooth."

-

Overheard in · Cambridge Hospitii.1, Aldershot,
when the sick were being examined. Military Doctor (to private Jones, of the Buffs)-Well, my man,
what's the matter with you? Private Jones-Pains
in the back, sir. Doctor (handing him a few pills)Take one of these a quarter of an hour before you
feel the pain coming on.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
A NEW OIL FOR PAINTS AND VARNISHES t~test, compounde~ qt1arteriy. In a single year this
A new and valuable bil available fdr use in the $8,054,894, placed in Savings Stamps, wol.1ld have
manufacture of paints and varnishes and also ear:b.ed $327,061.29.
That is ertdugh money to buy a suit of clothes for
adapted for f bod, is now p'ioduted frorri the comof ld,23'8 p'ersoil.s. It wouid buy 3,2170,613
each
niaiiuthe
concerning
mon cockle burr. The deta'.ils
facttlre of ~his new proauct were explained recen'tiy loaves of lliea:d br 245,295 pounds of creamery butftte result o'f intelligent thrift, of the
by L. B. Rhodes, oil chemist af the North Ca'rolifi.a ter. This
saving, combined with safe inii:ie'ans
that
thrift
Departmetit_of ,.Agt·ictlltdte, l.n an address de1iverea
thrift which the Government
the
is
This
vesiment.
Amefica:h
the
of
section
before the North Carolina
is fostering through the safe of Thrift find Savings
Chemical So'ciety.
The burrs are first cut in half a'.nd the kernels Stamps whicH put your savings to work.
masned, Mr. Rhodes explained. Tliey ate then
placed . in a box and vigbfous1y shaken. The hulls
are taken out, leaving the ketnels at the b"ottbni.
WHO STOLE THE ROPE?
These ketnels are then pounded and rubbed in a
During the last great mining boom people all ove1
mortar until the black shucks are removed. . The
ground kernels are then wrapped in chee~e clot.ii tHe country who had bought in a certain "wildcat"
and pressed between cold steel plates. TM yield mining stock were vhtching eagerly the developmen~s w~~~h th~ p_romo~er told them, and wqi_ch t_hey
from tlie kernel is aHout thirty p'er cent.
hoped would turn the riches of the Nevada hills mto
.
th
,
f
ttl
t'..
d'
.
'
ll
·
·s
'd'
·
·
·
o'bt,..,
·1
L."
T ue 01
"'me I a owe a se e or ree bt d"1 'd iid
four days _and then I~ltered. .Mr. Rhodes deC1ared, ~a~h ~ay the "market letter'.' of the promoter
that t~e oil fa of a ig·ht yellow shade,_ has a C1eaf tnailed to h'.is sucker iist to1d of the work of develop~
sparkling appearance, a pleasant odor, and'. ari ment on the claims an'd urged his readers to buy
agr~eable, n~tty taste. It keeps wel1 without °!Je- :lno'te stock before the price advanced.
.
.
.
.
comrng ranbtl. The press cake left after preSSlIJ.g
One day the report was issued that some m1sout the oi1 should be of value as a food for cattle
Mr. Rhodes asserted, and can aiso be readily used er~a~t :h.a a practiced sabotage on the. equip~ent of
c1nnery and the work must cease until repairs were
as a fertilizer
made. There was not a single absolute falsehood
·
in the whole statement, but the report from the
on which it was "based, read:
"superintendent,"
THRIFTLESS THRIFT
the windless rope and busted
stolen
has
"Somebody
saving
no
as
bad
·as
almost
is
Thriftless saving
Have quit work until we
shovel.
the
of
handle
tlie
at all.
shovel."
an~
rope
another
get
"To hoard money is one of the most thriftless
That is the kind of information that unscrupulous
things one can do with it," declares Prof. Thomas N.
Carver in his study on "War Thrift" recently pub- promoters feed prospective investors. There were
lished by the Carnegie Endowment for Intetnational only two men working on that property, and the
",equipment" and hoist consisted of two picks, a
Peace.
Many people keep more money on hantl than is dozen drills, a hammer, a windlass, a rawhide
necessary for their current needs. Formerly thou- bucket, and a shovel, but the preimoter was selling
sands of people, seeking a safe place for their 400,000 shares of' treasury stock at 121;2 cents a
money, bought postal money orders payable to them- share to provide for development.
If you want to give your money away, pick out
selves.
In the year ended March 1, 1908, 127,623 people some recipent who has some qualification except
bought money orders for this purpose to the amount ability to write conyincing advertisements. If you
of $8,054,894. This money was simply hoarded; want tb save and invest your money, you can not do.
while lying in the post-office it did no one any good. better than buy Government Savings Securities
It was "dead" money, entitely withdrawn from cir- wih. it. · Thoqe issues, Thrift Stamps, War Savings
culation, from active work in the financial, commer- Stamps, and Treasury Savings Certificates, are abcial and industrial life of the country. It earned solutely safe; they are profitable, and there is no
deception about them. Moreover, you can get your
nothing.
Suppose this amount had been invested in War money out, all of it, as well as put it in. The United
Savings Stamps which the Government has now States-Gwernment is not going to stop development
made available as an absolutely safe investment for work because somebody steals the windlass rope and
small savers? Savings Stamps pay 4 per cent in- breaks the shovel handle.
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To Men who

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

are Bald or
are Losine

Their .H air

Let me tell you of my own case.
I was almost completely bald, and aa
I had tried many tonics, lotions, etc.,
H. CLAY GLOVER CO., lac.,
Nithout benefit, I expected to remain
Dec Medici11s 118 West 31st Street, New York
bald for the rest of my life.
But instead of baldness, I now have a
complete growth of hair upon my head.
This is all the more remarkable because
I am 66 years old.
For . he g ood of th ose w ho are victims.
The way that I obtained a perfect
dir ect ly o r indil'cctl y, of the d rink h a b it, I hair growth was as simple as it waa
have writte n aud p u hl!Sbt'd a very i nteres t ·
ing illu s trutetl book whic h d escri bes how I astonishing to me.
'l\'O S freed compl etely f rom tb e c r avin gs, an cl
While traveling I met an old Cherokee
for seve r a l ~·c urs 1 bave n ot bad an.v d esi n• Indian who gave me a pomade or ointto tou c h u dro p o! a n y thing alcobo)l c. M y
book con t a!ns info rmation b y f ollowin g ment to use upon my scalp. Although
which thou sands of drinke r s have admittedly my confidence was meager, I used thia
been s ave d.
Mauy m en whc d o n ot want t o be freed compound. He told me it contained s..
of drink c urse have been secretly saved b y lected components from the Three Kingwh· e~. mothers or sist er s.
T hey d id n ot doms of Nature.
reallzc wha t w e" hap penin g until they
After several applications my look!ountl nl! de• lre hn•I left t hem-th ey couldn' t
drink ll ll ,V m or e w hisky or beer- fben th ey ing-glass revealed a slight fuzz. Thia
rejoiced a t b uv!ug bet>n saved. My book developed from day to day to a healthy
has heen proven many times w o rth it s growth of hair. Imagine my satisfacweight in g old to a multitude of fa milies.
Pralsecl h .v phy s!cianR, j u dges, ed itors. Uon in being able sctually to brush the
clergy m en end legion s of other s . Don't lose hair where there had been a bare scalp I
th!~ not!ct>: i t ma y not ap p<'a r again . Sim pl y Yet it was true.
Soon I was able to
write : Edw. J . Woods, DN-103, Statlcn F,
New York, N. Y., a nd you \Yi~l s o on r eceive comb it-and I have been able to do so
the FHEE book of valua ble mfo rma tlo o in ever since.
plain wra pp1•r. and happines • may soon be
I traded with the old Indian savant,
yours . Corres pondence confidentia l.
obtaining the recipe. It was crude and
the ointment was almost nauseating. So
I had it modernized, by a practical
chemist, holding to the original principle, and now from the recipe a cosmetic
pomade is prepared. Men and women
have used it-a.n d many are now doing
so. In numerous cas2s remarkable reHead Noises, Hay Fever, Deafness sults
are being reported.
This ointment contains no alcohol nor
An Old Physician's Genuine a.nything else that has a tendency to
dry the hair, the scalp or the roots.
Remedy that Hits the Spot
The way for you to prove what it
Amazing b enefitsar e
being reported by p er- will do for you is to try it. I will mail
sons who suffered from you the recipe free of charre. Your
catarrh, p e r s i s t e n t own physician will tell you that it ia
co'lds in the head, and safe and you may obtain a supply from
many who w er e trou- the druggist. Or you may get it
from
bled b y head noi8es
and difficult hearing me. It is called Kotalko. A proof box
due to same ca use; also will be mailed, with the recipe, if you
hay-fever a nd rose cold. send 10 cents, silver or stamps to
A not ed physician, John Hart Britt"';"• 150 East ThfrtyDr. B losoer , has found second St., BE-103, New York, N. Y.
a com bi na t ion of h er b•
-fra11:rant, soo thing and healing-to be smoked This is a genuine announcement dein a pipe, cigarette, or b y bu r n in g in a spoon . void of the lavish phraseology of the
Inhale the wholesome medicated v a por. Look usual advertisements, but it means exfor quick , happy r elief.
actly what it says, and I, being a busi\ The r emedy is harmlee!~ it contains no tob acco ness man of good reputation, atand
or oth er d d l· t erioua dru ~s . No stomach dosin e:: ; a
pleasant her bal relief directed t oward a complete ready to prove it to you.

A11trit1'1
Pioneer

Malled free t.. av addreea '117
tile .A.lilther

Drink .Habit

Put an End to
CATARRH

cur ~ of irritation , discharges, offensiv e od or, falling
of mucus into t hroat; also buzzing, roaring, rio~ing

or oth er d istrcasinl b rad sounds and h t a ring difficulty duo to ever ohno:i:1oue and health inj uring catarrh. R id youraelf of it. E ni <>11 l if • I
Dr . Blos•cr says also
you should keep some o/
this smoking compound

ready to a id in pr•veoting the dr ..·a.ded i. 1. ftu.e nza.

While •nioying the pleas-

ant amokin1t ben et.t, you
may eave yo ur life, 10

don't be nca:lia:ent.
You may o b t ain a proof package of thl:
potent herbal r emedy, including hold er, pip1
and oigarettes (so you may use any form y01:
11_refer) by sending only 10 cts., silver or stamps.

Tbe Blosser Company, CA-104, Atlanta, Ga.

REDUCE YOUR WEIGHT
Get rid of your fat easily by daily
walks in the fresh air, also obtain a
small box of oil of korein at the drug
store; follow the directions. You'll be
happier every day. Wonderfully rapid,
lasting, healthy reduction often reported. Book mailed free by Korein
Co., NE-103, Station F, New York
City. No starvation; you may eat
candy if you like. A delightful guaranteed method. Become supple, more
efficient mentally and physically; make
yourself attractive.
Prolong your
life!

All
Sizes
One Extra

PRICES

Baibrlggan . $1.25
Linen (Mesh) .$1.50
Fine Glove Sllk . $2 .00
Houy Siik. (Mash) $2.50

Sack

A t 1101'r cka.lcr• or sent po1tpaid cm Ncript of Jtric•

A.R.CHISHOLMCO.,NewYork, N. Y.
1328 Broadway

Suite 540

jWhat's Wrong With You?
Pep I Nerve I Vhror !-Gone?
Do . you dare to ask yourself why your H ealth uud
Streng th are Falling? L uok
at yourself In the glass, usk
what's wrong? Why are
you not able to get the most
out ot lite in the joy ot !iv·
ing and earning capacity?
D o you realize the dang er
you are in by neglecting
yourself?
Is It con.atlpatlon, nerTonsness, lndlgeaUon, Ins omnia, rheum.athun1
poor memoey, ca~h, ahon

wind,
poor
clrcnlaUun,
round shoulders, skin dis·
ord4'r ~ ?
Are you flat-chested or round ahouldered T
Too t hin or too stout? Do
you want to increase your
height, or muscular development or just your general
health?
ARE YOU AFRAID OF THE TRUTH?

Why not come to me as a trlend and con ·
fidun t and t ell m e what Is preventing your
getting the most out ot lite? I will write
you a friendly, per sonal, helpful talk that
will lift you out of despair and sutrering.
You can't mend the body with OILS,
PHYSICS an d P IFFLE! You must know
Nat ure's way.
This Is the Strongfort
way.
I w ill sh ow you . Send for m y
wond er ful book, "Promotion and •Conservation of Health, St r en gth and lllenta.I
Energy," enclosing thr ee Zc. stamp s to pay
mailing expenses. It will help you to
sha pe your destin y. Be t he mas ter, not
t he slave. W rite t o-day.
.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
P hysical aD d Heal th Specialist

104JI Stronirfort lnstliut!!, Newark, N. J.

Get Rid
Of That

FAT

FREE TRIAL TREATMENT

~d~c~d·f~e~~t. M~·~::~':tt ~:~~d~!:d

:!
~~~r~i!:: :b:oY~~el~ :.~:Y.:r.d ~:r:i~l'i{~
od. Let me send you pr oof at my expense.
0

Dr. R. NEWMAN. Licensed Phy•ician.
State New York, 286 Fifth,i.v .. N e wYe>rk. D.sk A.-8 26

SORE LEGS HEALED
Open Lei s. Ulcers, Enl ari:ed Veins, Eczema healeo
while you work. Write
tor book " How to Heal M.1
0

3ore Lep a.t Homs.

Describe your caso.

I\. C. LIEPE, 1457 Green

Bay Ave nue. llf !lw• ukee, WI&

Cured His RUPTURE
l

I was badly ruptured while lilting a trunk
several years ago. Doc t or s sa id my only
h o pe of cure w as an oper a tion. Truss es
did me no good. Finally I got h old of something that quickly and comple tely cured
m e. Years have pa ss ed a nd the rupture has
never returned, althoug h I a m do ing hard
work as a carpenter. There was no ope ration, no lost time, no trouble. I h a v e n othing to s ell, but w !ll give full information
about how you may find a complete cure
without ope ration, If y ou w r ite to me,
Eugene M . Pullen, Carpenter, 679F Marcellus Avenue, Mana squ a n, N . J . Bette r cut
out this notice and show It to any others
who are/ ruptured- you may sa v e a life or
at least stop the misery ot rupture and the
worry and danger of an operation
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
THOUGHT SNAKE NECKTIE
Mrs. Daniel Slater of Cashtown, Pa., while cleaning in her.
home noticed what she supposed
was a necktie lying upon the floor
and stooped to pick it up. She
retreated just as the supposed
necktie, which proved to be a
blacksnake, attempted to sting
her. The reptile was later killed
by the woman's husband.

OLD COINS WANTED

were killed and 5,214 are missing. The losses in the navy were
4.19 per cent. of the complement.
KILLED IN DOUGH-MIXER
Charles· Burkhardt, of 27
Prince street, Newark, N. J., was
killed instantly when he was
caught in a dough-mixing machine in the plant of the Garrabrant Bakery at No. 4 South
Orange avenu~, ~ewark. The
man .was workmg m th~ room at
the time alone. Accordmg to the
police, he. apparently stooped
ov~r to adJust some of t~e machmery and was cau~ht m the
belt and dragged to his death.

DOG KILLS YONKERS GIRL
Margaret, six-year-old daughter of David Hoy of Crestwood
Yonkers, N. Y., .;.as attacked by
a dog and killed in the Adirondack Mountains recently, as the
family were starting home from
a va.cati?n. An airdale dog, bec<;>mmg Jeal<?us when a neighbor
LAKE DRIES UP
picked the little girl up to kiss
of wild ducks too
Thousands
her good-by, leaped and caught
young to fly are wandering over
the child by the throat.
the prairies of Richland County
in search of food and water, esFRENCH LOSSES IN WAR pecially water, since Fox Lake,
The French government has in which they were hatched, has
officially announced that the gone dry. Members of the LamFrench losses in killed and miss- bert Gun Club in an effort to
ing, on both land and sea, up to save the birds: have enlisted all
the . d~y of the signing of the the boys in the vicinity to gather
armistice were 1,355,500. Of the up the ducks and carry them
army 1,089,700 were killed and either to the Yellowstone river
265.800 missing, or 16.2 per cent. or to pounds which giye promise
of the total mobilized of 8,410,- of holding out until the fledg000. The losses of the navy to- lings are able to take. care of
taled 10,"735, of which 5,521 .themselves.

$2 t o $500 E A CH paid for Hundreds of
Coins dated b efore 1895. K ee p ALL old
Money. You may bave Coins wortll a
Lara-e Premium. Send lOc. for ).ew
Illustrated Coln Value Book, size 4x6.
Get Pos ted at Once.
CLARKE COIN CO., Box 35, Lo Roy, N. Y.

$

FUN AND AMUSEMENT
OH, BOY! ANYBODY CA!'!
KOW li\IITATE BlltDS,
1'' 0 \ ' LS, A::-II.\IALS, ST~;A)l
BOAT WHISTLES. i\IUSICAL
IN S TRUlllENTS, ETC .. with
mouth and hands. N~w book.
"Mhnicry aimplifled'' (Uh~.
trn.ted), reveals how. Sl~rpr1111 ..
87 lmltat.1011•
lnsly eas y.
complf"te, 25 cents, postpau.l ..
Address all order. to
WOLFF N.OVELTY CO •• Dept. 6,
No, 165 W. 2Sd St., N. Y.
LINK

THE

LINK

PUZZLE.

The s en s ation of the day.
Pronounced by all, tbe most
batting and sci entitle nov1•l ty
out. '.1.'hou sands have worked
at It for hours without mastering it, still It can be done in two s econds
b y givin g the links the pro per t w ist, but unless y ou know h ow, the harde r you twi~t
them t h e tig hter they grow . Pri ce Ge; 3 tor
li'ic; one dozen. 50c, by mail, postpaid.
FRANK Si\IITH, 521 W. 134th St., New York,

TWO-CARD :lllONTE.

This famous trick gets them
all. You pick up n ca1·tl uud
whes you look at It you find
you baven ' t got the cartl you
tbeught you bad. Price lUc, b.r
fo
•
m ni I. po s tpu !d.
FRANK SllllTH, 521 W. 1S4th St., New York.

TRICK CIGARETTE BOX.

This one ls a corker l Get a box right
away, if you want to have a I.Jarrel of Jo:rH ere's the secret: It looks like an o rdiuary red box of '.l.'urklsb cia-nretles. Hut
It contains a trigger, under which you pla<'e
OtTer ~our friend a ~m .. k•
ll paper cap.
1tnd be raises tbe lid of the box. 'l'Lat explodes the cap, and i~ ) ' OU are wise you "111
get out ot sigllt with tile lJox before_ be geu
ove r thinking he was sbot. Price lJc, J.h» <pald.
H. F . L.l NG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE'' "Mevine Picture stories"
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A copv
Handsome Colored Covers--48 Pages of Reading-Great
Authors-FamouP Artists-Fine PressworkI

It contains e xciting twd wysterious d etective stories, sketehes.
novelette s. s e rials and n lara-e amount of other lutere>ting matter.
Ortlcr 11 co1,1y trow this list.
-LATEST JSSUKS · No.
a7 A DROP OF INK, by Lieut.
Sl LA\\'-:ILl.KER AND LA.WHobert W . Warden.
BHEAKEU. lly Beul ab
3S 'l'lI1'J '£EN DOCTORS, bJ

No.

Poyut~r.

32 THE C 0 U N '£ E R F E I T
Ull:J J: E~S. by ln•pcctor J,
H :ll'l'igua.
33 '1'1' AVKl!:D TO CHI:-<A. bJ
ctitl'f H1.ger O'Brien .
I u4 A.F'l'Elt '!' HE GE P. MA:-;
SPIE::l. lJy May llalsey Ml ll er.
35 'l' III:: <; LUE IN THE llOX.
by A le :rnntler Doug Ins.
36 'J'IU.ILED BY A l"HJ,;X(' H
DB'J. EC'l'IVE. by lt. Re·
nuu.d.

I

~9

40
41

42
43

H

Allan Arnold Fox.
TllE S'£AIN ON PAGE 61.
by Charles T. Jordan.
THE 11JAS KED llfYSTERY.
h y Poli ce Sera-eant Kelly.
THE BI,ACK SOUL. by
B eul a h Poynter.
SAN C'l' u Alt Y. by William
H nmii t o n Osborne.
'.l.' H l!: 1\IYSTERY OF THE
by
SHADOWS,
SEVEN
C ha r l ~s F. Oursl er .
'.l.'Irn S IG N OF THE DRAGON , b.v C. Martin Eddy,
Jr.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 45 is
"The :Magic of Detective Woo Fang," by Frank Whitfield
1:·v.ANK

TOUSEY, l'ubll•hcr, Il!S

W. 23d 8t., New York City.

A Weekly l\lagazine Devoted to Photoplays and Playen
PRICE SIX

CENTS

PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH

I

of Reading. Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits
I, 32 Pai:;esof Prominent
Performers. Out Every Friday.
I

1
I
I

I

Each number contains Five Stol'ies ot the llest Filws on tbe
Screens-Elegant l:lalf·toue Scenes trow tile l:'lays- -lnteresring
Articles About Promiuen t P eople In the Filws-lJolngs ot
.A.ctors and Actresses in the Studios and W lllle i'lcture-wakinirLessons in Seen a rio Writing.
THIS

LITTLE )lAGAZlNE Gl\'ES 1'0U )IOltE l<OU
U.ONEY THAN ANY O'IHElt SUULAlt PVBLICATl0::-1 ON THE llAUaETI

1'01:U

Its authors are the ver1 best thw.t money c1tu procure; lts
· prefu se Illustrations are exquisite, and its special articles are bJ
tbc greatest expe rts In their partlc,ular line.
Jluy a copy :-;ow from your newsdealH, or send us 6 cent• la
money or postage stamps, and we will mail you any number
you desire.

BARRY E. WOLFF, PU:b., 166 W. 23d St.,.New York City

GA D25PO SIN 2MONTHS
SINCE

SUCCESSFUL

QUITTING

CONQUlR~R

ATTAINED AT LAST!

-

HJALMAR NELSON, (address on application), whose photo appears at the left,
learned of a book and other infor'rnation bei'ng given FREE, explaining how Tobac_co
Habit can be conquered by oneself, safely, speedily and completely. He obtained the informaflion and is
able to report a gain of 25 pounda i'n weight (from 163 to 188
pounds) , as well as
OVER SLAVERY TO
TOBACCO HABIT

now

A THREE DAYS'
VICTORY
en

t TERE are more letters-voluntary testi!11onials. Though they are a small fraction of the thousands and thousands
that can be produced, the~ are sufficient to show you what nmy be expected after the Tobacco Habit is overcolne within 72 hours, by the simple Woods Method:

n

""rhne addicted to the tobacco habit, every muscle and joint
acbed, aud I bad almost given up bu~ ines~. I was poor. in
health, weighing nbout 130 pounds. Now I am well, we1&-h
lGli pounds and ca n work every da~ . I have never wanted to
cbew or .;..oke •Ince follo\Vlnll' the Woods method."-A. 1'' .
Shelton, (No. 199600), Pittsylvania Co., Va. (Full address on
application .)
«1 have no craving for tobacco; this I consider wonderful afte r
having used a plpo tor 35 years. I have ga.lned 12 pounds lu
two mqnths , w h ich is very g ood at the ~ g e of 59 yea.rs. To sa y
tha •. the bencflti far exceed my expecta tions, i s putting it mildly.
Anyone in doul,Jt can refer to me."- J ohn Brotlle, (No. 153~35) ,
Wapello Co., Iowa. (Full address on applica tion .)
"I had w<il&-hed a$ lo\v as 128 pounds, n ever got over 135 while
1 used tobac co. Now 1 welir;h 156 pound s. E '"eryoue want s to
lrnow why I got so fleshy; I t ell them to ioliow Edward ;1.
\ Voods• met110d for overcoming tobacco and flntl out."-\V . S.
l\Io!·gan, No. 11815 KJ, Cooke Co., Tex.
(Full address on
appJicat!QU.)
·
'.'.l .,moked tor more than 2o y enrs but now I am proud to say
that tor th~ pas t nine m on t hs I have no crave for smoklnl:'; I
feel better and nm ir;ainlni; in wcl&"bt every month since I
stoppeCl."-Willlam Crawford, (No. 206737), Philadelphia Co.,
Penna. (Full address on application.)

"ll!a.y God bless ;rou. I ltm feeling finer every day of my litenot like the same person. ' M:r a.ppetlte is bett"r and my
stomach is all right. I can hold out in wa.lkinir; better, my
voice is be tter and my heart la stron1rer.''-Mrs. Mattie E. 8teveu son , ( No. 2307:l8), St. John Co., Fla. (Full addresa on appll<!aU,ou .)
"Have need t<>ba.cco Ju all forms (mostly chewing) for 15
years, uslng ab out a pJug of tobacco a day. I be1ran following
your /)!et)lod o,n a I:'riday noon a nd after that .U.y the cravi.nir;
for to · >¥>co was gone. I . am a lways ready to praise you and
th e goo l work y o ll a re do1ug. I can also say that I have gained
nine poun ds l l l se ven w eek s, and feel like a ne'v man.''-Robert
S. :Sr o w~i. (No. 2211832) Worcester Co .. Mass. (Full address on
ap p!)cab on.)
"'ill y hus band hasn't smok~d a single cigare!te, nnd has rl'o de sire to. smokQ since foJ~owrng your m et h od o! quitting. He
looks lil<I' a new man-the bes t I ever .saw him. He gained sev~,~,t~t;n . p 0unc.lo, and is fee ling fine.' '-~l r s. Cai;! c. Rogers. (No.
--4360), Iredell Co., North Carolina. (F'ull address 011 applicatlon .)
"I was usin1r abo11I: one pound anci a ha.It of chowlnir tobacco
a week, bu~ since quitting throu gh y c.ur system, 1 have 1ralnetl
about ~5 pounds, and have better hea'th by far than betore "W. S . .P.oWell No. 13g149), Harper Ci:;., Okla. (Full address" on
appli cation.)
0

WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO QUIT TOBACCO QUICKLY AND EASILY
AND ENJOY YOURSELF A TilOUSAND TIMES BETTER
WHILE IN ROBUST HEALTH?
Why continue to commit slow suicide, when you earl live a

STOP RUINING really contented life, if you only get your body and nerves
right? It is uns.a fe and tort ut ing to ::itt empt to rid onaself of
YOUR LIFE.

tobacco by suddenly stopping v;ith "v,-ill power"-don't do it.
The cbrtect way is to eliminate nicotine poi~on :from the system, and genuinely overcome the craving.
Tobacco 1s poisonous and seriously injures the health in several ways, cau:;;ing
such llisorciers as nervous dyspepsia, sleeplessnes:;;, gas belching, gnawing or other
uncomfortable sensation in stomach, constipation, headache, weak eyes, loss of vigor,
i·zd spqts on skinf t~roat irrita~ion, catarrh, asthma, bronchi~is, ~eart failure, mel:;i.ncholy, lung troub e, impure (poisoned) blpod, heartburn, to1·p1d hver, loss of appetite,
b;.id. t eet h, fou\ breath, lassitude, lack of ambition, weakening and
fallrng out of hair and many other disorders.
Overcome that peculiar nervousness and craving for cigarettes,
cigars, pipe, chewing tobacco or snuff.
Here is ;m op~ortunity to receive FREE a carefully compiled
treatise1 on t.h e subject, containing interesting and valuable i;nformation that you
shonld oe g1ad to learn about. This book tells all about the renowned Three Days'
Method by which Mr. Nelson, arid thousands and thousands of other s, saved themselves
from the life-wr~cking tobacco habit . Full particulars, including the book on tobacco
and snuff .habit, will be mailed FREE TO YOU in plain wrapper, postpaid. All you
need do is merely REQUEST IT. A postcard will do. Address

FREE

...
"I sleep well and have no more
restless or nervous feeling. I nm
past seventy -eight years ot age.
and feel fine since adopting the
Woods Method."
-John P . Monter (Photo above)
Civil War Veteran
(Full address on application.)

Edward J. Woods, TA-103.~~t:ttion_F, New York, N.Y.
{

HTHE BOY'S
ELECTRIC TOYS"

contains enough material TO MAKE
AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTYFI-VE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS without any other tools,
except a screwdriver furnished with the
outfit. The box contains the following
complete instruments and apparatus,
which are already assembled:
Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone
receiver, electric lamp. Enough various
parts, wire, etc., are furnished to make
the following apparatus:
Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric
hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook
for telephone receiver, condenser, sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone; test storage battery,
shocking coil, complete telegraph set,
electric riveting machine, electric
buzzer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man,
electric jumping jack, magnetic ' geo<
metric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric butterfly, thermo elect~ic
motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.
This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more
apparatus can be built actually and effectually.
With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments
that can be made with this .outfit arc listed, nearly all of these being
illustrated with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies
are necessary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make
any of the 25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished
by means of this outfit, two hands and a screwdriver.
The outfit contains 114 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included: Chromic
salts for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different
lengths), a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity
of machine screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, <glass plate, paraffine paper,
binding posts, screwdriver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that
anyone can make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of
the instruction book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to
acquaint the layman with all important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.
The size over all of the outfit is 14x9x2~. Shipping weight, 8 lbs.
No. EX2002. "The Boy's Electric Toys," outfit as described .......... $5.00
Immediate Shipments

•
SAVES YOU MONEY
Buy direct and eave no to $20 OD •
now

bicycle. RANGER BICYCLES
come in 44 styles. colors and sizes.
greatly improved; prices reduced. WE
DELIVER FREE to you on a!'1'1"0'1Gl and
days tria. 1, actual riding test.
EASY PAYMENTS It desired, at a

smaU advance over our Reeular he•
tory-ta-Rider cash price21.
TIRES, lamp~. WbeeJs, parq and
supplies at ha.IJ«•v.a.l prio<¥,
Do not buy a bicycle, tires. or inn••

~!~::~~iJ;:,1~:i p~~s r~~ ut:~

al terms. A poet.al ,brings 'everytbin2'

Mrllo CYCLE COMPANY
J;M

Dept~I-188.Chicasa

~E_W SQIENTIFIC_WONDER ~
~CURIO

-

PRICE

l2c ...m•o•L•-B IG Ful'I

l~~~p~:~~t'1" J!:.'1ion~lii Vi°'e.i.:
BOYS
with each X Ray.
A magic trick novelty
FREE

MARVEL MFG. CO.. Dept. J3. NEW HAVEN. r.OXN.

~ACROMATIC. TELESCOPE-

ou

WANT

Hade npion new 11clentldo principles, nJcely brass bound.
wt th powerful lenses, eolent1tlea.lly ground. Tra velera,
hunters, farmers, boy scouts "nd everyone needB a t ..
lHCOpe. Have you ever enjoyed the marvels of • tel..

~~0£~~erp0r~:bi1;0:e~~d:~t::~J~:~:~fsef~!r:;.ted,
IDJ.l!TERN NOVELTY co., Dop, 63177 E, VS llt.,New Yd
-~~-

~-

"THE LIVEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 20 is waiting for you. Positively
the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print to-day; 228 Big
Pages , 600 illustrations, 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for our 160-page FREE Wireless Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 20 measures 7x5;4".
Weight Yz lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 230 Fulton st., New York

BECOME A TATTOOING ARTIST

Earn $100.00 weekly. Pro!. Temke's new
book, '"'l'.'be Art ot Tattooing," explains all
about Tattooing Materials used. mlxlnl:' Ink•
'
etc. Postpaid, 50 cents.
Prof. Tcmke, 1010 Vine, K, Cincinnati,

Tbrow'-our
V01CE

~the

oellar. Under

li'eDlriiO

nae

which :flte Into t1i4
mou~, will enabl•

YOU to fool all your
friends.
bF mall.
wltb Instructions.
Peerless i\U1r. Co. • :iBoz: L Stamfenl Con.,_ '

10 ets

Ohl~

WILD

WEST

--LATEST JC::C::tTF.~-860 Young Wild West at Death Valley; or. Arletta and the

curr

I

YI EEK LY

Sil Yonn!! \\'ild W es t and Gcrf)nlmo: or. Arletta and tbe Apache
A11ack.
812 Yonnir \Yilcl. We8t 8t:Jndin.ir P1~t: or, Cl·c)·e11nc Charlie'~ Call.
813 Ynnng \Ylld "'est Hcmnwcl 111; or. Arh tta'R Last Shot.
87! Young Wild West on a Tn·istcd Trail; or, Arietta's Hun11lug
Fight.
875 Young Wild West and the Gila Girl; or. Arletta and tile Outlaw Queen.
876 Young Wild West's Raid in the Rockies; or, Grilllug the
Gulch Gang.
877 Young Wild West and the Colorado Cow Punchers; or. Arietta
and the Dead Line.
878 Young Wild West and "Slippery Simon"; or, Trailing an
Outlrrn· King.
87~1 Young Wild w~ ,t 8ai-ing tile Soldins; or. Arictta's Great Hide.
8SO. You11<!' Wi'<l W~st's Co,Yboy Cawp; or, Tile Trail Tllat Led
to R Trap.
8 1 Youuir \\'ild n·est·~ i''.t1·aight Sllot; or, A,rietta and tbe Train-

of Gol.d
861 Young Wild West and the Bowle Ban(); or, A Hot Hunt in
the Horse Hills.
862 '.l:oung Wild West and the Apache Princess: or, Ar}etta's
Fierce Foe.
863 Young Wild West's Bucking Broncbos; or. The Picnic at
Pantber Pass.
864 Young Wild West's Cowboy Charm; or, Arletta ana_ the Border
Bandits.
865 Young Wild ~est's · Lucky Lode; or, Making a Thousand
Dollar~ n Mrnute.
.
866 Young Wild West and the California Coiners; or, Arietta
at
Bay.
867 Young Wild West Ra!dng In Riches; or, .Arietta's Gre'1t PanOut.
868 Yonn .c: Wild West Marked for Death : or. A Tongh 'l'ime at
"'n•ckt' r~
Tomb,ton!'.
·
• 'f 1 I
869 Young Wild West Trailing a Traitor; or. Anett
882 Young Wil<l n· rst After the Arapahoes; or, The Outbreak on
as
r Pe
thf'
Tit'W'rYation.
Danger.
870 Young ""ilrt West's pever Cow\Joys; or, Tile r:oug ll r:' id ers
8S3 Yf)unz "T·l \Y r~t Beating t'be Boomers; llr, How Arietta Ex·
of the Ranch.
pose<! a Fraud.
f'or sale by all newsdealers, or wlll be scht to an.1• address on receipt or price, 6 cents per copy, in
money or past~;:e stamps, by

HARRY E . WOLFF, Puhlisher,

IF

168 West 23d St .. New York.

YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot procure them from' newsdealers . they can be obtained from the publishers
Write ont
a nd fill in your Order and send it with the pr'ce of the weeklies you "·ant, and the weeklies will be sentdirect.
to you by retu ni
mail. P OSTAGE STAlVIPS TAKF.N TH~ SAME AS MONEY.

==============================~-=========================:======================

OUR TEN -CEN T

Nn. 46. HOW TO )IAKE AND USE ELECTRICITV .- A 1le•erip1 !011 or th e "ontlerl <1!
uses of electriC'it~· und electro mag-netlsm; to g-ether wit!1 full iustruct!ons for making
J~lectric 'l'f)Y"· Rattc rie~ . et~.
lly Georg<'
Trehel. A .::11., M.D. Containing over fifty iil ustrations.
No. 47. IIOW TO BREAR., RIDE A:SD
DRIV1': A nonsE.-A complete treatise on
t be horse. D e•<' rihing tbe rnost useful bornes
for huslness, t be li<>st horses for the road;
nlso Taluable recipes for diseases peculiar to
the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUIJ,D AND SAIL
CA~OES.-A hnndy hook for bors, containIng full direc tions for constructing cauoes
ancl the most popular mauner of sailing
tbcm. l!'uJJy illustrated.
No. 49. HO'V TO DF.BATE.- Glvlng rules
tor concl.ucting dehates. outlines for debates,
questions for (]iscu,sion, and the best
sources for procuriug information on the
questi•>n gh'en.
No. 50. HOlV TO STUFF BIRDS AND
ANDfAJ.S.- A valuabl e book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mounting and
preserving birds, animals and insects.
Nn. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
CARDS.-Cont nining explnna!lons of t'he
general principle" of sleight-of-hanr t appli·
en hie to card tricks; of card tricks with
ordinary cards. and not reri.uiring "!eightof-J1an<l: of tricks Involving- sleigbt·of-band ,
or the ''"e of specially prepared cards. 11·
lustratect.
Nn. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Givm g
tlte rules and full directions for playing
En<'bre.
Crihhnge.
Casino,
Forty-Five,
Ilounce, Pedro Sancho. Draw Poker, Auction
!'itch, All !"ours, and many other popular
games of rards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
wnncl.erfnl little book. tell!ng- you bow to
write to yonr sweetheart. your father. wotber. sister. brother. employer; and. in fart,
everyhcdy and anybody you wish to write

HAN D BOO KS

===~

No. r.o. now TO BECO:llE A PJlOTOG~o. 73.
HOW TO DO TRICK S WITH
RAl'll 1£ lt.-Containing- use ful h :!or:uatio:i
1- l.l:IIBERS.-Sl!o wlng many curious trkks
rl'gnrdiui;- the Caml'rn and how to "·ork It;
...... th t!gurns and the magic of number s. By
al~o how to make l'hotograph!c Ma;;ic LnnA. :-_uderson. Fully 111 ustrated.
tern :-\lid es un1l other 'franspureueies . HandNo. 74. HOW TO W R ITE L ETTERS
somely i!Justratcd.
COURECTLY.- Containing full instru ctions
1\o. 62.
HOW TO BECO:IIE A "\VEST
tor n·rit!ng letters on almost any s u bject;
POIX'l' ~ULIT .\.RY C.\JJt;T.- Explalns bow
also rules !or punctuation and composition,
to gain :ulmittan<·e. course or Study, Examiwith specimen letters.
nations, Duties, Rtal'l' or Ol'l'icers, Post Guard,
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CON J UR ER.
l'oliee J:~gnlat!ons, Fire Department, and all
-Coutainiug tricks with Dowinoes, Dice
n hoy should know to 1.Je a cadet. By Lu
Cups and Balls,• Hats, et.c.
Embracing
Scuurens.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson .
No. 63. HOW TO IlECOll E A NAVAL
No. 76. H O W T O TELL FORT UNES BY
C.\DET .- ('oruplete instructions of bow to
THE llAND.-Conta ining rules for te'ting
gain admission to the Annapolis l.\aval A.cactfortunes by tbe aid o! lines of the hao .. or
emy, Also containing the course of lnstructile secret of palmistry. Also t he secret of
t!on. description o! grounds and buildings,
telling future e1·ents by aid of moles, mar ks,
11istorlcal sketch, a11d e>erytl1ing a boy
scars, etc. Illustrated.
sl1011ld know to become nu officer in the
No. 77. now TO DO F ORTY TRICKS
United States l.\avy. lly Lu Senarens.
Vl'lTH CARDS .-Containi n g deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leading conjurers
No. 6'1. no'v TO ~IA.KE EJ,ECTRICAL
and wagiclans . Arranged tor home amuse·
111.ACHI::\'Jo~S.-Co ntainil'g ·full dirc<'tions for
ment. l!'ully illustrated.
making elertricnl machines, induction coil•.
dynamos. and mnny non·! toys to be woTke<l
No. 78. now TO DO THE BLACK ART.
-Containing a complete description of the
by electricity. I.Ir R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
m~·st e ries of J\lngic and 8 leigh t-of-bancl. t<>·
illustrated.
getller with mnny wonderful experhuents.
No. 65. l'rffiLDOON'S JOKES.-Tbe most
By A. Anderson.
Illustrated.
original jokp hook eve1· pul>llsheu, and it ls
No. 79. now TO BECOME AN ACTO R.
brimful of wit nud humor. It contains a
-Containing
complete iustructlons bow to
lnrge rollectlon of "ongs. jokes. conundrums,
make up for Yarions chnracters on the stnge;
etc. , of '.ferr~nce ~!uldoon .. the goreat wit, :iiutog-ether with tl1e duties of the Stnr:e >ranruorist, and praclical joker o! the dny.
r.i;:cr, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
No. 66. HOlV TO no PUZZLES.-Co nMan.
taining over three hun<lre(J interestln~ puzNo. 80. Gers WILT.lA)IS' JOKE BOOK zles and ronundrums, witll keJ· to sawe. A
Colltn!nlng- tbe latest jokPs. anecdotes a11d
complete book. l:'ully Illustrated.
funny
stories ot this n·orl<l-renowner l GerNo. 67.
HOW TO DO ELECTRlCAL
man comedian. Sixty-(onr pages; band•om.,
TRICKS.-Con ta!ning a large rolle<'tion of
colored
cover, containing a half-tone photo
instructive nn<l 'highly amu•!ng e!e<'trlc<tl
of t be autl1or.
tricks, together with illustrations. Ily A.
No. Sl. HOW T O JllES,\IERI ZE.-ContainAnderson.
ing the most approved method of mesmer No. 68.
HOW TO DO CHE:\ITCAL
ism; animal magnetism, or, magnetic healTRICKS.-Con tainlng orer one Jiundre<l
ing. By Prof. Leo Hugo Koc h. A.C.S., au blghlr amusing and Instructive trlrks with
thor of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
chemicals. By A. Anderson. Handsomely
Nn. 82. HOW TO DO PALM ISTRY.-Con·
t.•.
illustrated.
tnlning the mo•t aprroTed methods of rearl .No. 54. HO'V TO KEEP AND UANAGE
,..
lng
the Jines on thb hand, tof,ether with a
J>E'l'S.--Glvlng complete information a• to
No. 69. HvW
DO SJ,EIGHT-OFful l explanation of their m~an ng. Al~o exthe manner ancl method of raising, keeping, l HAND.-Conta inlng TO
o..-er fi!ty of the latest
rln!nlng
phrenology. nnd the ke)' or tcll!11 ir
taming, breeding. and managing all kinds aucl best tricks used by maziclans. Also
rhnrncters hy the humps on the henrt. Hy
of pets; also gh·ing run instruction~ for <.'ontainin~ the secret o! second
s!gbt. Fully
Leo
Hugo
Koch, A.C.S. Fully illustrated.
making cages, etc.
Fully explained by illustrated.
No. 83. H OW TO HYr~ O TIZl'::.-Contaln
twenty-eight Illustrntlons.
No. 70. HOlV TO J\IAKE MAGIC TOYS.!ng valunhle and instructive information reNo. 511. HOW TO COLLECT STAl\IPS Containing full dlrecti<ms tor making Magic
garding the science of hypnotl~1n. Al•o ex·
AND COINS .-Containing vnluahle informa- Toys and devices of many kinds. Fully
II·
plaining the most 11pp1·oved m<'I hodR '<l·hlcb
tion regarding t'he collecting and arranging lustrated.
are
employed b.,V tbe lend ing h)·nnotists of
of stamps and coins.
Handsomely illusN n. 71. now TO DO lltECnANTCAL
the world. By i,eo Hugo Koch. A.C.R.
t rated.
TR.ICKS.-Con taining l'Omplete lllustrat!ons
No.
!11. HOW TO BF.COM1': AX Al'THOR.
N o. 56. HOW TO RECO:llll: AN EN- tor performing over sixty Meclian!cal Tr!rks.
-Co11tainlng informntion reg nr<l•ng d1o!cft
GINEER.-Con talning full instructions how Fully illustrate<!.
of
snhject•.
the n•e of wor<IR n11<! thP m1111to become a loromotlve e11gineer; also di recN<>. 72. HO'V TO DO
I1f'.\r ot pr~paving an(l suhmlttlntr 111onu·
TRICK!'\
tlons for bu!ldlng a model locomotive; t<>· WITH CARDS.-Eruh raringSfXTY
nll
of
tl•e
lntro.t
~rri nt~.
Al~o containing valnnhl<- tnrnrm:t·
gether with a full drscriptlon of everything and most deceptive card tricks, n·ltll l!lustion "" to the neatnesR. le?l.hil!tr and gen•
an engineer should know.
tratlon•.
ernl compo•!tlon of mnnu~t"ript~.
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